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F
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Sws

UT

VB

Annulus

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Back Flush Valve

Closed Circuit Television

Chromate Cooling Water System

Clean Out Port

Concentrate Transfer System

Concentrated Waste Tank

Diversion Box

Department of Energy-Savannah River

Direct Photography

Encasement Riser Inspection Port

Effluent Treatment Facility

Evaporator

Fahrenheit

Gravity Drain Line

Helium leak test
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High Level Waste Engineering
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In@a-Area Line

In-Tank-Precipitation Filter Cell

Junction Box

Leak Detection Box

Low Point Pump Pit

Leak Probe Sleeve

Modified Leak Detection Box

Outside Diameter

Photographs by Non-Remote Technique

Pump Pit

pounds per square inch gauge

Periscopic Photography

PUInpTank

Reinforced Concrete Pipe

Savannah River Site

Storm Sewer Drain

Storm Sewer Manhole

Shift Technical Engineer

Storm Water Sewer

Ultrasonic Test

Valve Box
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Introduction

~ +

Aqueous radioactive wastes from Savannah River Site (SRS) separations processes are contained in large underground
carbon steel tanks. Inspections made during 1998 to evaluate these vessels and auxiliary appurtenances, along with eval-
uations based on data accrued by inspections performed since the tanks were constructed, are the subject of this report.

—
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Summary

The 1998 inspection program revealed that the structural integrity and waste confinement capability of the Savannah River
Site waste tanks remained unchanged from 1997.

A totalof4187 photographs were made, 548 visual and video inspections were performed, and 14 helium leak tests were
conducted.
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Inspection

Background

Program

In 1961-62, following leakage of waste into the annuli of
Tanks 9.10, 14. and 16. the first remote imaging inspec-

Alkaline aqueous radioactive wastes produced at the
Savannah River Site are received and managed in large
underground tanks. The waste came primarily from
nuclear fiel reprocessing operations in the separations
areas (F and H) and contains most of the radioactive fis-
sion products from SRS operations. The waste stored in
the tanks is present in three phases: sludge, supemate, and
salt formed by supemate evaporation and cooling. The
supemate and salt phases consist primarily of NaN03 and
NaN02. The fission product content is 1 to 20 curies per
gallon for the supemate and 1 to 5 curies per gallon for the
salt. The sludge consists primarily of Mn02 and Fe(OH)2
with a fission product content up to 950 curies per gallon.

Waste tank leak detection capabilities are essential to meet
the primary objective of the SRS radioactive waste man-
agement program: to manage the waste in such a manner
as to minimize the radiation exposure and associated risk
to man and his environment over the lifetime of the radio-
nuclides.

The detection of leaked waste is based on two principles:
disappearance of material from its proper location and
appearance of material in an improper location. At SRS,
primary reliance is on the latter because the quantity of the
waste detectable in an improper location is much less than
that detectable by inventory change in a large tank.
Capacity of SRS tanks is 0.75 to 1.3 million gallons.
Although rigorous tank inventory surveillance is prac-
ticed, primary leak deteetion methods rely on automatic
surveillance of those areas into which the leaked waste is
most likely to migrate.

The annulus of each double-wrdl tank is equipped with at
least two single-point conductivity probes for leak detec-
tion. These probes are located at the bottom of the annulus
and on opposite sides of the tank. The single-wall tanks
are built on slabs with a network of leak collection chan-
nels that drain to a common sump. Continuous sump level
monitoring and frequent sump liquid sampling provide the
leak detection. Besides the automatic surveillance, routine
direct visual surveys are made in the annular spaces, and
nonroutine direet visual surveys are made in primary tanks
through opened access risers and/or inspection ports in the
roof.

.
tions were made of some tanks using a periscope. Ran-
dom inspections continued through 1970. A program was
initiated in November 1971 to periodically inspect all
waste tanks, using remote visual imagery techniques to
monitor for corrosion and other degradation, waste leak-
age, anomalies of any type, and to investigate process or
equipment concerns.

Steel thickness measurements have been made periodi-
cally of waste tanks using ultrasonic techniques to monitor
for general corrosion. An analog-type instrument was
used in 1967 and 1969 to measure the thickness of the pri-
mary wall of selected double-wall tanks. In 1972, a more
precise instrument was put in service. About 24,000 mea-
surements made over a period of 14 years (1972 through
1985) indicated that no thinning of SRS tanks had
occurred. The only tank at SRS that has experienced
detectable corrosion is Tank 23, a tank with a unique ser-
vice history. The upper wall interior surfaces show gen-
eral corrosion with mild pitting. The pitting is broad but
shallow. This tank was used to receive contaminated
water from 244-H, the Receiving Basin for Off-Site Fuels,
and 245-H, the Resin Regeneration Facility. Steel thick-
ness measurements were resumed in 1994 using an
updated ultrasonic testing (UT) system.

Inspections are complicated by factors such as radiation
and radioactive contamination, remote operation as far as
40 feet below grade, and insertion of equipment through
small (generally 5 to 8-inch-diameter) access openings.
Inspection techniques to circumvent these difficulties have
been developed they yield quality visual images and
thickness measurements. The techniques include peri-
scopic systems, direct photographic systems, closed circuit
television systems, and ultrasonic systems to measure steel
thicknesses.

Waste tank inspection has been important in leak detec-
tion. The lenksites in nine of eleven cracked tanks have
been identified by direct visual inspection or by one of the
remote inspection techniques. Since the inspection pro-
gram was initiated in 1971, six tanks were found to have
leaksites that were not recognized before the program was
implemented. In the double-wall tanks, annulus conduc-
tivity probes were not activated by these leaks because of
the small amount of leakage. The leaked waste evaporated
to dryness, sealing the cracks before any leaked waste
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reached a leak detection probe. However, remote inspec-
tions detected the dry deposits of leaked waste in the
annuli of these tanks.

The waste tank in-service inspection program is an ongo-
ing program. This report gives results of the 1998 inspec-
tions and summarizes significant findings of previous in-
service inspections for each waste tank.

Tank Description

SRS has subsurface storage tanks of four different designs.
All of the tanks are constructed of carbon steel and rein-
forced concrete. They serve es containment vessels for
storage and processing of radioactive wastes. Appendix A
lists tank location, design type, project number, and con-
struction period. A brief description of the different tank
designs is given in the following paragraphs.

Type I Tanks

The 12 original storage tanks constructed between 1951
and 1953 are designated Type I tanks. Tanks 1 through 8
are in F Area and Tanks 9 through 12 are in H Area. Each
primary tank has a capacity of 750,000 gallons, is 75 feet
in diameter end 24 1/2 feet high. Figure 1 shows the
essential features of Type I tanks, including the primary
tank, the secondary pan, and the concrete support struc-
ture.

The primary container is a closed cylindrical tank with flat
top and bottom constructed from l/2-inch-thick steel
plates. The top and bottom are joined to the cylindrical
sidewall by curved knuckle plates. The primary tank is set
within a circular pan of l/2-inch-thick steel plates. The
annulus pan is 5 feet deep and 5 feet larger in diameter
than the primary tank, thus forming an annular space 2 1/2
feet wide. The tank and pan are set on a 30-inch-thick
base slab and are enclosed by a cylindrical 22-inch-thick
reinforced concrete wall and a flat concrete roof, also 22
inches thick. There are twelve 2-foot-diarneter concrete
columns within the primary tank to support the roof. Each
column has a flared capital and is encased in l/2-inch-
thick steel plate.

A 9-foot layer of earth was placed over the tanks for radia-
tion shielding. Cooling for each type I tank is provided by
36 parallel (water pipe) cooling coils.

A dehumidification duct in the annulus of each tank is
routed from the tank top to the bottom of the annulus
where it encircles the tank. The duct has distribution out-
lets end its cross-sectional area decreases as the distance
from the air supply increases. Access to the tank interior is
provided at eight locations, and to the annular space at
four locations, through riser pipes. Each of the 12 riser
pipes is capped at the top with a concrete plug. Each plug
is provided with two 5-inch-diameter ports equipped with
removable plugs. Some of these ports provide access for
inspections.

Typical
Annulus

Condenser Riser

Riser
Typical Tank Riser

+ k
ILJI I Iul l!_l[ \

[

2-6

Annulus

1‘-10 Wall 1--2’-6” Base Slab Dehumidification

F------=’-w ——————+ ‘“c’
Figure 1. Cooled Waste Storage Tank, Type I (Original 750,000 Gallons).
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Figure 2. Cooled Waste Storage Tank, Type II (Original 1,030,000 Gallons).

All welds in the pan and primary tank were radiographi-
cally inspected, defeets were corrected, and the welds
were rechecked radiographically. The welds in the flat
bottoms of both the pan and the tank were vacuum-tested
for leaks. Additionally, both vessels were hydrostatically
tested. The water was maintained at full height in the tank
for 24 hours before inspection for leaks was made. Cool-
ing water piping was hydrostatically tested at 300 psig and
then leak-tested with 100 psig air pressure in the piping.

Type II Tanks :

T&dcs 13 through 16, constructed in H Area in 1955 and
1956, are designated Type II tanks. Figure 2 is a cross sec-
tion of this type. Each primary tank has a capacity of
1,030,000 gallons and is 85 feet in diameter and 27 feet
high.

The primary container for Type 11tanks consists of two
concentric steel cylinders assembled with a flat bottom
and a flat top into a form somewhat like a doughnut. The
top and bottom are joined to the outer cylinder by rings of
curved knuckle plates. The inner cylinder is flared at the
top to accommodate the roof support column. This cylin-
der is joined to the flat steel top with a continuous butt
weld, and to a base fastened to the bottom with a continu-
ous T-weld. Steel thicknesses are:

Plate Thickness. inch

Top and bottom 1/2
Upperknuckle 9/16
wall 518
Lowerknuckle 718

The primary tank is set on a l-inch sand bed within a cir-
cular pan of l/2-inch thick steel plate, 5 feet deep and 5
feet larger in diameter than the primary tank, thus forming
an annular space 2 1/2 feet wide. The tank and pan assem-
bly is surrounded by a cylindrical reinforced concrete
enclosure with a 33-inch-thick wall and a flat concrete
roof that is 45 inches thick. The tank and pan assembly
and the surrounding wall are set on a foundation slab that
is 42 inches thick. The roof is supported by both the wall
and a central concrete column that fits within the inner cyl-
inder of the vessel. The 45-inch-thick concrete roof pro-
vides radiation shieldin~ therefore, no earth overburden is
required. Cooling for each Type II tank is provided by 44
parallel (water pipe) cooling coils. Access to the tank inte-
rior is provided at eight locations, and to the annular space
at four locations, through riser pipes. Each of the 12 riser
pipes is capped at the top with a concrete plug. Each plug
is provided with two 5-inch-diameter ports equipped with
removable plugs. The ports provide access for inspection.
In addition to the four annulus risers, other access open-
ings (10 to 14 additional openings per tank) have been
drilled into the annulus of each of these tanks to permit
inspection of seventy-three to ninety-six percent of the
exterior walls of the primary vessels.

A dehumidification duct in the annulus of each tank is
routed from the tank top to the bottom of the annulus,
where it encircles the tank. The duct has distribution out-
lets and its cross-sectional area decreases as the distance
from the air supply increases.

99XO0345.FMK ~~ 9
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All welds in the primary tanks were radiographically
inspected, defects were corrected, and the welds, were
rechecked radiographically. However, the annulus pans
were not inspected radiographically. The welds in the flat
bottoms of these pans and the primary tanks were vacuum-
tested for leaks, and the primary and secondary vessels
were hydrostatically tested. Cooling water piping was
hydrostatically tested at 300 psig and then leak-tested,
with 100 psig air pressure in the piping.

Type IV Tanks

Tanks 17 through 24 are single-wall, uncooled tanks.
These tanks were designed for storage of waste that does
not require au~iliary cooling. Tanks 17 through 20 were
constructed in F Area in 1958 and Tanks 21 through 24
were constructed in H Area between 1959 and 1961. Each
tank has a capacity of 1,300,000 gallons and is 85 fket in
diameter and 34 feet high (Figure 3).

Each TWe IV tank is basically a steel-lined, prestressed-
concrete tank in the form of a vertical cylinder with a
domed roof. Carbon steel plates, 3/8 inch thick, were used
to form the cylindrical sides and flat bottom portion of the
steel liners. The knuckle plates at the junction of the bot-
tom and the sidewall are 7/16 inch thick. Concrete was
built up around the steel vessel by the “shotcrete” tech-
nique.

Radiation shielding of the T~ IV tanks in F Area was
accomplished by applying at least 32 inches of earth over
each of the 7-inch-thick concrete domes. H-Area tanks
were shielded similarly, except that the earth cover was at
least 44 inches thick to accommodate a somewhat higher
radiation level from the waste.

Access to the interior of the tank is provided at six loca-
tions through riser pipes. Each riser pipe is capped at the
top with a concrete plug. Some of these risers provide
access for inspection.

All welds in the steel liners were radiographically
inspected. All of the welded tank-bottom seams and the
upper seams of the knuckle rings were vacuum leak-
tested. Prior to the back-filling operation, each tank was
hydrostatically tested by filling with water to the normal
fill line, The tank was allowed to remain filled until it was
to be placed in use for waste storage.

3

Figure 3. Uncooled Waste Storage Tank, T~e IV (Prestressed Coneret Walls, 1,300,000 Gallons).
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Cooled Waste Storage Tank, Type III (Stress Relieved Primary Liner, 1,300,000 Gallons).

Type Ill Tanks

The most recently constructed tanks are designated “as
Type III tanks (Figure 4). Twenty-seven tanks were built
between 1967 and 1981. Tanks 25 through 28,33 and 34,
and 44 through 47 are located in F Area. Tanks 29 through
32,35 through 43 and 48 through 51 are heated in H Area.

The first Type III tanks, 29 through 34, were built using
A5 17-70 and A517-70 (Normalized), carbon steel. Tanks
25 through 28 and 35 through 51 were built later using
A537 Class I carbon steel. These tanks are referred to as
Type IIIA when it is desirable to distinguish them from the
others.

The Type III tank design was developed after an investiga-
tion into the causes of the leaks from the primary vessel of
the Type I and Type II tanks. The study concluded that tie
leak-producing mechanism was nitrate-induced, stress-
corrosion cracking at sites in or near the weld seams, and
that stress relieving after fabrication should eliminate the
cracking. For the type III tanks, means were provided for
heating each finished tank to relieve the stresses generated
during fabrication. In addition, some stress patterns were
avoid@, or minimized, by mounting the roof supporting
column on the foundation pad rather than on the bottom of
the primary tank (as in Types I and II), and by providing
an annular clearance around the roof supporting column.

Each primary tank holds 1,300,000 gallons and is 85 feet
in di&eter and 33 feet high.

Type III tanks are similar to the doughnut-like design of
Type II tanks. Each primary vessel is made of two concen-
tric cylinders joined to washer-shaped top and bottom
plates by curved knuckle plates. Steel tilcknesses are:

Plate Thickness, inch

Topandbottom
Upperknuckle
Outer wall

Upperband
Middleband
Lowerband

Imer wall
Upperband
Lowerband

Lowerknucle
Outer

1/2
1/2

1/2
518
3/4

1/2
5/8

(tanks 25-28 and 7/8
33- 51)

(tanks29 “ihrough32) 1
518

The primary tank is set on a 6-inch bed of insulating con-
crete within the secondary containment vessel. The con-
crete bed is grooved radially so that ventilating air can
flow from the inner to the outer annulus. If any waste were
to leak from the tank bottom or center annulus wall, liquid

99XO0345.FMK 11
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would move through the grooves, facilitating detection in
the outer annulus.

The secondary vessel is 5 feet larger in diameter than the
tank, thus providing an outer annulus 2 1/2 feet wide. The
secondary vessel is made of 3/8-inch-thick steel through-
out. Its sidewalls rise to the full height of the primary
tank. The nested two-vessel assembly is surrounded by a
cylindrical reinforced concrete enclosure with a 30-inch-
thick wall. The enclosure has a 48-inch-thick, flat rein-
forced concrete roof that is supported by the concrete wall
and a central column that fits with the inner cylinder of
the vessel. The 48-inch-thick concrete provides radiation
shielding; hence, no earth overburden is required.

Cooling for the Type III tanks is provided by either
deployable (water pipe) cooling coil bundles installed
through risers in the tank top, or 23 parallel (water pipe)
cooling coils distributed throughout the tank.

A dehumidification duct in the annulus of each tank is
routed from the tank top to the bottom of the annulus
where it encircles the tank. The duct has distribution out-
lets, and its cross-sectional area decreases as distance from
the air supply increases. In these tanks, additional airtlow
is directed through the inner anmdus, passing beneath the
primary tank through radial grooves in the concrete base
slab, and is exhausted into the outer annulus.

Tanks 29 through 34 were placed in service prior to 1976.
These tanks were constructed with annulus riser pipes at
four locations providing inspection access through 5-inch-
diameter ports. All other Type III tanks were placed in
service after 1976 and have annulus riser pipes at 18 loca-
tions, that are 8-inches in diameter. These ports are equi-
distant around the tank and provide for inspection of all of
the exterior wall of the primary vessel. In 1982, fourteen
to sixteen additional 8-inch diameter ports per tank were
drilled in the tops of Tanks 29 through 34 to provide ade-
quate access ports for inspection of all of the exterior wall
of their primary vessels. All Type III tanks have interior
riser pipes at various locations that provide inspection
access through ports with diameters ranging from 5 to 8
inches. All inspection access ports are equipped with
removable plugs.

All butt welds on the primary tanks were radiographically
inspected, except welds on the horizontal roof surface. On
the secondary vessels of Tanks 29 through 34, all butt
welds joining bottom plates, knuckle plates, and the low-
est courses of center-column and outer-wall plates, were
radiographically inspected. On all other Type III tanks, all
plate welds in the secondary tanks were radiographically

inspected. All defects were corrected and the welds were
rechecked radlographically.

The Quality Assurance Program included inspection of all
radiographs by two independent groups of certified weld
inspectors, and all radiographs were permanently stored
for future reference. All spots on the inside or outside of
the primary tanks and the inside of the secondary tanks,
where clips or lugs were removed and where other exci-
sions were made, were examined by magnetic particle or
liquid penetrant techniques, and any defects were repaired.

All butt welds on the secondary tanks were vacuum leak-
tested. All welds in the bottom assemblies of the primary
tanks, including knuckle rings and lowest course welds,
were vacuum leak-tested before each bottom assembly
was lowered into final position, and then tested a second
time after the stress-relieving operation. A full hydrostatic
test, the filling of each primary tank to a depth of 32 feet
and allowing it to stand 48 hours, was conducted after
stress relieving. No leaks were found by the hydrostatic
tests. All circumferential welds in the pipe loops of the
deployable cooling coil bundles below the l/2-inch-thick
plate at the base of the riser plug were radiographed. The
assembled cooler piping was tested hydrostatically to 500
psig and halide leak-tested at 300 psig. Welds in the dk-
tributed cooling coils were radiographed and similarly
leak-tested.

The primary tank was stress-relieved in place after all high
temperature work (other than roof attachments) had been
completed. Full stress relief, at 1100”F, was accomplished
in accordance with the general requirements of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel code.

Inspection Methods

Techniques have been developed for remote examination
and evaluation of the waste tanks and waste tank ancillar-
ies. For visual imaging, direct photography systems
developed at SRS were the primary method used. Optical
periscope and closed circuit television systems were also
used where direct photography was not possible or where
these systems provided a more comprehensive examina-
tion. Only the direct photography systems will be
described since the other systems were used less fre-
quently and are similar to systems used widely in industry.

Wide-angle direct photography was used for general
inspections of double-wall tank annuli and the primary
vessels of both double-wall tanks and single-wall tanks.
This technique used a camera that surveys a large area in a
single photograph. The camera used for wide-angle pho-
tography was a Contax G1 camera body, with a Zeiss Hol-

12 99XO0345.FMK
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ogon 16mm f/8 fixed aperture lens. This lens is distortion
free with a field of view of approximately 100 degrees. A
bank of four electronic flash units was synchronized with
these cameras to provide illumination. This camera is not
shielded since residence time in a tank is minimal.

Another direct photography technique was used for
detailed inspections. The camera is shielded to reduce the
degrading effect of ionizing radiation on the photographic
film. The camera’s residence time in a waste tank for this
technique is longer than the wide-angle direct photo-
graphic technique (i.e., a few minutes versus a few sec-
onds); hence, shielding is required. The camera used was
the Contax G1 camera with a Zeiss Hologon 16mm f78
lens, the same as used for the wide-angle direct photogra-
phy. Illumination is provided by a single electronic flash
unit.

99XO0345.FMK 13
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Program Implementation

Visual Imagery

The 1998 inspection program used three visual imagery
techniques: photography, closed circuit television, and
periscopic inspection. The primary inspection methods
were direct photography techniques; e.g., making a series
of photographs providing detailed views of the tank, and
wide-angle photography for obtaining overviews of large
areas. Closed circuit television systems were generally
used to fifi,er investigate conditions found during sched-
uled inspections and to troubleshoot process problems in
tanks and ancillaries.

The inspection program objective to continuously evaluate
the waste tanks was satisfied in 1998 by photographic and
videotape documentation. Inspections were made through
all accessible annulus risers of the double-wall tanks and
at least one inspection was made in the interior of each
single-wall tank.

For Tanks 1 through 12, inspections are limited to no more
than 25% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annular space due to limited annulus access. This is con-
sidered adequate since the tanks are inactive, i.e., waste is
not routinely transfemed to or from them. These tanks are
continuously monitored for leakage by instrumentation
installed in their ann@i. Additionally, for those tanks that
have known leaksites”in the primary vessel, the supemate
phase has been remove& minimized, or the level lowered
below the level of known leaksites.

1998 Inspection Results

The 1998 inspection program was successfully completed.
The annuli of all double-wall tanks were inspected via all
accessible risers and the interiors of single-wall tanks not
closed were inspected. Other inspections were made as
required by operating conditions and equipment perfor-
mance. Details and results for inspections of waste tanks
and waste tank ancillaries performed in 1998 are listed in
Appendix B.

Inspection performed in the annulus of Tank 15 via riser
55 confirmed that the artifacts observed and reported in
1997 indicated a through-wall crack.

Condhion of the tanks remained v@ally unchanged from
conditions reported in 1997 except for some mild corro-
sion of steel surfaces in tank annuli. Rainwater continued

to leak into the annulus of most tanks. The inleakage was
evidenced mostly by surface stains; occasionally by calcif-
erous deposits; occasionally by changed configuration of
leaked waste in the annulus (see Appendix B); and by mild
surface corrosion where ventilation was inadequate for
maintaining the annulus dry.

Summary of Inspection Results

The following is a brief description of tank conditions as
revealed by inspections and examinations made through
1998.

Tank 1

Tank 1 was placed in service in 1954. A small amount of
dry waste was obseried on the anmdus floor in 1969. Sub-
sequent inspections have revealed no additional leakage.
Inspection of the exterior wall of the primary vessel is lim-
ited to 25% using existing inspection techniques through
the four risers that provide access to the annulus. Exami-
nation of the observable portion of the tank wall has not
revealed the location of the leak(s). Inspection photo-
graphs of the steel surface of the tank and the annulus have
shown no significant surface corrosion or other anomalies.
Ultrasonic measurements made in 1978, 1979, 1981,
1983, and 1985 showed that no detectable thinning of the
tank wall had occurred.

Tank 2

Tank 2 was placed in service in 1955. Examinations of the
observable portion (25%) of the exterior of the primary
vessel wall and the annulus have shown no leakage, signif-
icant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic
measurements made in 1967, 1972, 1973, 1977, 1981, and
1985 showed no detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 3

Tank 3 was placed in service in 1956. Examinations of the
observable portion (25%) of the exterior of the primary
vessel wall and the annulus have shown no leakage, signif-
icant surface corrosion, or other anomtiles. Ultrasonic
measurements made in 1973, 1977, 1981, and 1985
showed no detectable thinning of the tank wall.
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Tank 4

Tank 4 was placed in service in 1961. Examinations ‘ofthe
observable portion (25%) of the exterior of the primary
vessel wall and the annulus have shown no leakage, signif-
icant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic
measurements made in 1973, 1977, 1981, and 1985
showed no detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 5

Tank 5 was placed in service in 1959. Examinations of the
observable portion (25%) of the exterior of the primary
vessel wall and the annulus have shown no leakage, signif-
icant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic
measurements made in 1973, 1977, 1981, and 1985
showed no detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 6

Tank 6 was placed in service in 1964. Examinations of the
observable portion (25%) of the exterior of the primary
vessel wall and the annulus have shown no leakage, signif-
icant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic
measurements made in 1974, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1981, and
1985 showed no detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 7

Tank 7 was placed in service in 1954. Examinations of the
observable portion (25%) of the exterior of the primary
vessel wall and the annulus have shown no leakage, signif-
icant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic
measurements made in 1974, 1979, 1981, 1983, and 1985
showed no detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 8

Tank 8 was placed in service in 1956. Examinations of the
observable portion (25%) of the exterior of the primary
vesseI wall and the annulus have shown no leakage, signif-
icant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic
measurements made in 1973, 1977, 1981, and 1985
showed no detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 9

Tank 9 was placed in service in 1955. Leakage from the
tank primary vessel into the annulus pan may have
occurred as early as 1955 when the “necklace” alarm, a
conductivity leak detection device, shorted out perma-
nently. Leakage was not certain until liquid waste was
observed in the annulus pan in 1957, Currently, the annu-
Ius pan contains 8 to 10 inches of dry leaked waste.
Examinations of the observable portion (25%) of the exte-
rior of the primary vessel wall have shown three leaksites

high on the tank wall; 269, 271, and 276 inches above the

tank bottom. None of these leaksites is the source of the
leaked waste in the annulus pan. The waste leaked at these
sites was only enough to form localized small nodules.
The leak(s) that are the source of the waste in the annulus
pan have not been observed. Inspections have shown no
significant surface corrosion, and the ultrasonic measure-
ments made in 1979 and 1983 showed no detectable thin-
ning of the tank wall.

Tank 10

Tank 10 was placed in service in 1955. The first indication
that Tank 10 had leaked was in 1959 when dry waste was
discovered in the annulus pan during a visual inspection.
Currently, the armulus pan contains about 2 inches of dry
leaked waste. Examinations of the observable portion
(25%) of the exterior of the primary vessel wall have not
shown the source of the leaked waste or any other leak-
site(s). Inspections have shown no significant surface cor-
rosion, and the ultrasonic measurements made in 1979 and
1983 showed no detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 11

Tank 11 was placed in service in 1955. Twenty-five per-
cent of the exterior of the primary vessel wall is observ-
able via the four risers that provide access to the annulus.
Inspections performed in 1974 revealed two Ieaksites.
The Ieaksites are 189 and 235 inches above the tank bot-
tom. Inspections have shown no significant surface corro-
sion, and ultrasonic measurements made in 1973, 1977,
1981, and 1985 showed no detectable thinning of the tank
wall.

Tank 12

Tank 12 was placed in service in 1956. Twenty-five per-
cent of the exterior of the primary vessel wall is observ-
able via the four risers that provide access to the annulus.
Inspections in 1974 revealed two leaksites. The leaksites
are 93 and 105 inches above the tank bottom. Inspections
have shown no significant surface corrosion, and ultra-
sonic measurements made in 1972, 1973, 1977, 1981,
1983, and 1985 showed no detectable thinning of the tank
wall.

Tank 13

Tank 13 was placed in service in 1956. Ninety percent of
the exterior of the primary vessel wall is observable via
the 13 risers that provide access to the annulus. Inspec-
tions in 1977 revealed a Ieaksite 279 inches above the tank
bottom. In 1980, another leaksite was discovered 269
inches above the tank bottom. Inspections have shown no
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significant surface corrosion, and ultrasonic measurements
made in 1974, 1979, and 1985 showed no detectable thin-
ning of the tank wall.

Tank 14

Tank 14 was placed in service in 1957. The first indication
that tank 14 had leaked was in 1959 when dry leaked
waste was observed in the annulus pan. Currently, the
annulus pan contains 12 to 13 inches of dry leaked waste.
Eighty-nine percent of the exterior of the primary vessel
wall is observable via the 18 risers that provide access to
the annulus. Inspections have located 33 leaksites and it is
estimated that there are about 50 leaksites in this tank. All
of the observed leaksites are near the bottom circumferen-
tial weld that is 2.5 feet above the tank bottom, except for
one leaksite that was observed approximately 24 feet
above the tank bottom. Inspections have shown no signif-
icant surface corrosion, and ultrasonic measurements
made in 1979 and 1983 showed no detectable thinning of
the tank wall.

Tank 15

Tank 15 was placed in service in 1960. Inspections in
1972 below one of the four risers providing access to the
annulus revealed two leaksites near the bottom circumfer-
ential weld about 2.5 feet above the tank bottom. Twelve
additional risers were installed, increasing the observable
portion of the primary vessel wall from 25% to 96’%.
Inspections in 1973, via the additional risers, revealed
eleven other leaksites. Later, inspections revealed three
other sites where cracks penetrated the steel wall, one was
observed in 1994 and two were observed in 1997.

Inspections have shown mild corrosion of the steel sur-
faces in the tank annulus. Ultrasonic measurements made
in 1972, 1977, 1980, and 1984 showed no detectable thin-
ning of the tank wall.

Tank 16

Tank 16 was placed in service in 1959. Liquid waste was
detected in the anmdus pan in 1959. Seventy-three per-
cent of the exterior wrdl of the primary vessel is observ-
able via the sixteen risers that provide access to the
annulus. Inspections in 1961 and 1962, through 13 risers,
revealed about 175 leaksites in the tank wall. In October
1961 and March 1962, two 5 3/4-inch-diameter samples
were cut from the top horizontal circumferential weld of
the tank wall about 40 feet apart. Metallurgical examina-
tion indicated the cause of the cracks was nitrate-induced
stress corrosion. Extensive inspection performed since
1972 indicated that the primary vessel wall has 300 to 350
leaksites. In 1978, 70% of the leaked waste in the annulus

pan was removed, leaving an insoluble heel containing
approximately 30,000 curies Cs- 137. Waste removal from
the interior of the primary vessel was completed in 1980.
Inspections have shown no significant surface corrosion.
No ultrasonic steel thickness measurements of the tank
were made because of the number of leaksites and the
presence of leaked waste deposits on the primary vessel
exterior. This tank is presently “out of service”.

Tank 17

Tank 17 was placed in service in 1961. Examinations of
the steel liner have shown no evidence of failure, signifi-
cant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Tank 17 was
removed tlom service and closed on or about December
15, 1997.

Tank 18

Tank 18 was placed in service in 1959. Examinations of
the steel liner have shown no evidence of failure, signifi-
cant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic
measurements made in 1977, 1980, and 1983 showed no
detectable thinning of the liner bottom.

Tank 19

Tank 19 was placed in service in 1961 and emptied in
1981. The tank has remained empty except for ballast
water. Examinations of the steel liner have revealed two
failures; i.e. sites where inleakage had occurred. The fail-
ures are in the wall of the steel liner at heights of 317
inches and 330 inches. Inspection records photographi-
cally document that these leaksites existed before 1994.
However, inspections made from the interior of this sin-
gle-wall (visual inspection of the exterior is not possible)
had to track changes in artifacts at the sites by periodic
observation to judge that inleakage had occurred. Ultra-
sonic measurements made in 1982 and 1985 showed no
detectable thinning of the liner bottom.

Tank 20

Tank 20 was placed in service in 1960. Examinations of
the steel liner have revealed four failure sites. In 1983,
Ieaksites were observed in the wall of the steel liner at
heights of 22,24.5, and 26.5 feet. In 1990, a leaksite was
confirmed in the liner wall at a height of 26.25 feet. This
site had been suspect since 1984. This is a single-wall
tank with no annulus. The leaksites in the steel liner were
detected by inspections made from the tank interior, since
inspection of the exterior was not possible. Artifacts
observed on the interior wall indicated water had leaked
through the steel liner into the tank. It is possible that a
small quantity of waste may have leaked from the steel
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liner. However, groundwater monitoring has given no
indication that waste escaped the encasement. Tank 20
was removed from service and closed on or about July 30,
1997.

Tank 21

Tank 21 was placed in service in 1961. Examinations of
the steel liner have shown no evidence of failure, signifi-
cant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic
measurements made in 1973, 1977, 1980, and 1983
showed no detectable Winning of the liner bottom.

Tank 22

Tank 22 was placed in service in 1965. Examinations of
the steel liner have shown no evidence of failure, signifi-
cant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Water was dis-
covered leaking through the concrete roof in 1994.
Ultrasonic measurements made in 1974, 1977, 1980, and
1983 showed no detectable thinning of the liner bottom.

Tank 23

Tank 23 was placed in service in 1964. Examinations of
the steel liner have revealed corrosion but no evidence of
failure. Ultrasonic measurements made in 1973, 1977,
1980, and 1983 showed no detectable thinning of the liner
bottom. Examinations of the steel liner “have shown rust
and tubercles on the surface of the upper portion. This
tank serves as a receiver tank for inhibited contaminated
water from Buildings 244-H, the Receiving Basin for Off-
Site Fuels, and 245-H, the Resin Regeneration Facility.
The tank was filled to less than 50% capacity to maintain
the remaining space for emergency use. This mode of
operation exposed only the lower half of the tank to the
inhibited contents and exposed the upper half of the tank
to a warm humid atmosphere. In 1984, rust and tubercles
were cleaned from two small areas, exposing the steel sur-
face. The cleaned liner surface was generally comoded
with mild pitting. The pits were broad and shallow.

Tank 24

Tank 24 was placed in service in 1963. Examinations of
the steel liner have shown no evidence of failure, signifi-
cant surface corrosion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic
measurements made in 1984 showed no detectable thin-
ning of the liner.

Tank 25

Tank 25 was placed in service in 1980. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-

sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1979 and 1983 showed no detectable
thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 26

Tank 26 was placed in service in 1980. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1979 and 1983 showed no detectable
thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 27

Tank 27 was placed in service in 1980. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1979 and 1983 showed no detectable
thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 28

Tank 28 was placed in service in 1980. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1979 and 1983 showed no detectable
thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 29

Tank 29 was placed in service in 1971. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomdles. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1973 and 1974 showed no detectable
thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 30

Tank 30 was placed in service in 1974. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface coro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness mess e-
ments made in 1975 showed no detectable thinning ot the
tank wall.

Tank 31

Tank 31 was placed in service in 1972. Examinations of
100’%of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies.
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Tank 32

Tank 32 was placed in service in 1971. Exan&ations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies.

Tank 33

Tank 33 was placed in service in 1969. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies.

Tank 34.

Tank 34 was placed in service in 1972. Examinations of
100’% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies.

Tank 35

Tank 35 was placed in service in 1977. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1977, 1981, and 1985 showed no
detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 36

Tank 36 was placed in service in 1977. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies.. Ultrasonic
ments made in 1977, 1981, and
detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 37

thickness measure-
1985 showed no

Tank 37 was placed in service in 1978. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1977, 1981, and 1985 showed no
detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 38

Tank 38 was placed in service in 1981. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. UltrasoNc thickness measure-
ments made in 1980, 1981, and 1984 showed no
detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 39

Tank 39 was placed in service in 1982. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1980, 1981, 1984, and 1985 showed no
detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 40

Tank 40 was placed in service in 1986. Examinations of
100’%of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic tlickness measure-
ments made in 1980, 1981, 1984, and 1996 showed no
service-induced corrosion.

Tank 41

Tank 41 was placed in service in 1982. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic
ments made in 1980, 1981, and
detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 42

thickness measure-
1984 showed no

Tank 42 was placed in service in 1982. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1980, 1981, 1984, 1985, 1990, 1995, and
1996 showed no service-induced corrosion.

Tank 43

Tank 43 was placed in service in 1982. Examinations of
1O(YXOof the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1980, 1981, 1984, and 1985 showed no
detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 44

Tank 44 was placed in service in 1982. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1980, 1981, and 1984 showed no
detectable thinning of the tank wall.
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Tank 45

Tank 45 was placed in service in 1982. Examinations of
10094. of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1980, 1981, and 1984 showed no
detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 46

Tank 46 was placed in service as an emergency spare tank
in 1980. It was placed in waste storage service in 1994
when it began receiving concentrate from the 2F evapora-
tor. Examinations of 100% of the exterior of the primary
vessel wall and the annulus have shown no significant sur-
face corrosion or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness
measurements made in 1980, 1981, and 1984 showed no
detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 47

Tank 47 was placed in service in 1980. Examinations of
10WZOof the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1980, 1981, and 1984 showed no
detectable thinning of the tank wall.

Tank 48

Tank 48 was placed in service in 1983. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1982, 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1997 showed
no service-induced corrosion.

Tank 49

Tank 49 was placed in service in 1983. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments were made in 1982, prior to placing the tank in
service, and again in 1995 using the P-scan System, to
provide reference measurements for the future.

Tank 50

Tank 50 was placed in service in 1983. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1982, 1994, and 1995 showed no service-
induced corrosion.

Tank 51

Tank 51 was placed in service in 1986. Examinations of
100% of the exterior of the primary vessel wall and the
annulus have shown no leakage, significant surface corro-
sion, or other anomalies. Ultrasonic thickness measure-
ments made in 1982, 1996, and 1997 showed no service-
induced corrosion.
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SRS Waste Tank Specifications

Project Construction ‘&pe of
Number Location ‘lYpe Number Period Construction*

1-8

9-12

13-16

17-20

21-24

25-28

29-32

33-34

35-37

38-43

4447

48-51

H I

H 11

F IV

H Iv

F HIA

H III

F 111

H 111A

H HIA

F IIIA

H HIA

8980 1951-1953 Doublewatl-cooled

8980

8980
P.w.o.

981031

981089

951493
(75-l-a)

981232

950974

951463
(74-l-a)

951618
(76-8-a)

951747

951828
(78-18-b)

1951-1953

1955-1956

1958

1962

1975-1978

1967-1970

1969-1972

1974-1977

1976-1980

1977-1980

1978-1981

Double wall-cooled

Double wall-cooled

Single wall-uncoolcd

Single wall-uncooled

Double watl-cooled

Double wall-cooled

Double wall-cooled

Double wall-cooled

Double wall-eoolcd

Double wall-cooled

Double wall-cooled

Tanks 32 and 35 have removable, roof-supported cooling coils. Tanks 30, 33, and 34 have bottom-supported deploy-
able cooling coils. Tanks 29 and 31 have some deployable and some close-packed cooling assemblies, all bottom sup-
ported. All other cooled tanks have permanently installed cooling coils, roof-supported in Type I and II and bottom-
supported in Type III tanks.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections

AREA

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

1=

F

F

F

F

F

F

01

01

01

01

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

03

03

TANK OR ACCESS OPFNING
ANCILLARY (A OR 1)

01 East (A)

01 East (A)

01 East (A)

North (A)

South (A)

West (A)

West (A)

East (A)

East (A)

North (A)

North (A)

North (A)

South (A)

South (A)

South (A)

West (A)

East (A)

North (A)

DATE

11104198

11104198

12117198

10t30198

10130198

11104198

12/21198

02/02i98

11109198

06113198

10109198

1ill 8198

02/02/98

10109198

11/16198

02102198

02102198

02102198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

DP / P960471:01-17

DP j P960471 :14

CCTV / 500A

DP / P98046401-17

DP / P96046301-16

DP / P96047201-16

~/ 500A

WAP / P960256:01

- / 500

DP / P98035701-17

~ / 5W

‘=TV1500

WAP / P98025602

- / 5W

~/5oo

WAP / P98025&03

WAP / P980257:04

WAP / P96025703

REMARKS

Tank condnion had not changed.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was properfy positioned on tha tank well
within one foot of the bottom girth weld.

The conductivity probe was properly
positionad on the annulus floor between
the secondary vessel wall and the
ventilation duct.

Tank condition had not changed. Steins
and marks on the anrrulus floor were
caused by water which had leaked into
the annulus.

Tank condtion had not changed.

Tank candiiion had not changed.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between the secondary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water whkh had
leaked into the annulus.

llre magneticstly mounted thermocouple
was properly positiied on the tank wall
within ona foot of the bottom girth weld.

Tank condition was normal.

The conduot-hityprobe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor betwean the secondary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condition wee normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annutus”floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between the primary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normsf.

Tank condition was normal. Steins and
marks observed on the annulus floor
were caused by water wh~h had leaked
into the annuius.
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TANK OR ACCESS OPE NING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

!NS PECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

F 03 North (A)

F 03 South (A)

F 03 South (A)

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

03

03

03

04

South (A)

West (A)

West (A)

East (A)

04 East (A)

04 North (A)

04 North (A)

04 South (A)

04 South (A)

04 South (A)

04 West (A)

05 East (A)

05 North (A)

05 North (A)

05 South (A)

05 South (A)

12110198

02J02198

061+3f98

12110/98

02!05198

11109198

11103198

11109/98

02102198

12116198

02102198

10/09198

12117198

02102198

01129198

01129198

12/10198

01129198

12110198

WAP / P96025701

DP / P980356:01-17

WAP / P98025702

~/5oo

DP / P980473:01-17

WAP / P98025Fs01

~1 500A

WAP / P96025802

WAP / P96025903

WAP / P960259:02

~lsoo

WAP / P960259:OI

CCTV / 500

REMARKS

The conduottilty probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between the secondary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condtiorr was normat.

Tank condition was normal. Stains
observed on the annulus floor were
caused by water which had leaked into
the annulus.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between the secondary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condition was normal.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was properly positionad on the tank wall
within one foot of the bottom girth weld.

Tank condiion had not changed. Stdns
and marks observed on the primary
vessel wall were caused by water which
had leaked into the annulue. Paint had
flaked off of small araas on the
ventilation inlet duct and on the primary
vessel wall above the middle girth weld.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was properly positioned on the tank wail
within one foot of the bottom girth weld.

Tank conditionwas normal.

The conduotivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between the secondary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

TWk conditionwas normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between the secondary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condtin was norms!.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conduotivii probe was deployad on
the annulus floor between the secondary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between the primary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.
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Appendix B—Summary of 7998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR
AREA ANCILLARY

F 05

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

06

06

06

06

06

06

06

06

06

06

06

07

07

07

07

ACCESS OPEN lNG
(A OR 1) DATE

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

West (A)

East (A)

East (A)

North (A)

North (A)

North (A)

South (A)

South (A)

South (A)

West (A)

06/16/98

01129198

11/09/98

01129198

10109198

12/1 0198

06118198

10IO9I98

12/1 0198

01129198

DP

WAP

CCTV

WAP

DP

.WAP

/ P98036401-17

/ P98026002

/ 500

/ P980260:03

/ 500

/ 500

/ P98036!301-17

/ 500

/ 500

/ P96026001

05 (1) 08/20/98 ml 532

Center (1) 08/17/98 ~/ 532

05105/98 ~/5@V85

North (A)

North (A)

South (A)

02/05/98

12i14i96

02105198

WAP

WAP

/ P96026&02

/ 5LKIA

/ P98026601

REMARKS

Tank condtion wee normal. The
magneticslty mounted thermocouple was
observed properly positioned on the tank
wail within one foot of the bottom girth
weld.

Tank condition was normal.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was properly positioned on the tank wall
within one foot of the bottom girth weld.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annuhrs floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulua floor between the primary
vessel watl and the ventilation duct.

Tank Condtin w nonnsl.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between the primary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condition wee normal. Stains and
marks observed on the annulus floor
were caused by water which had leaked
into the annulus.

CCTV wee used to document reel tapa
operation. The reel tape was observed
contacting the Iiiuid and operating
properly.

CCTV wee used to document conditions
beneath riser 5. Inspection revealed a
liquid surface. The reel tape was not
obsewed.

CCTV was used to determine condtion of
the jacket for transfer line WT3755.
Inspection was performed about 8 feet
into the jacket from the valve box. No
failure was observed in the jacket.
Howevar, soil was present in the jacket
that appeared to have entered from the
valve box. The floor of the valve box was
also covered with soil.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivii probe wee deployed on
the annulus floor between the primary
vessel well and the ventilation duct.

Tank corrdtion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the ventilation duct,
annulus floor, and on top of the annulus
pan were caused by water which had
leeked past the riser plug.
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Appendix B-Summary of 1998 lrrspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OP ENING !NSPEC TION METHOD
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

F 07 South (A) 12115198

DP

I 500A

/ P98038601-17

The conductii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between the secondary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condtin was normal. stains and
marks observed on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water which had
leaked into the annulus. The
magnetically mounted thermocouple was
observed properly positioned on the tank
wall within one foot of the bottom girth
weld.

Tank condition was normal. Stains and
marks obsenmd on the ventilation duct,
annulus floor, and on top of the annulus
pan were caused by water whiih had
leaked paat the riser plug.

inspection was performed to monitor for
leakage into the annulus after water was
added to the tank to ra-wat the sludge.
No leakage was observed.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was property positioned about 18 inches
above the bottom girth weld.

Inspection was performed to monitor for
leakage into the annulus after water was
added to the tank to m-wet the sludge.
No leakage was observed.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was raised,
observed, and lowered onto the floor
between the secondary vessel wafl and
the ventilation duct.

Inspection was performed to monitor for
leakage into the annuius after water was
added to the tank to ra-wet the sludge.
No leakage was obsewed.

Inspection was performed to monitor for
leakage into the armulus after water was
added to the tank to ra-wet the sludge.
No leakage was obsewed.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between the secondary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condtion wee normal. Stains and
marks obaewad on the ventilation duct,
annulus floor, and on top of the annulus
pan were caused by water wtich had
leeked past the riser plug.

The conductiWy probe was deployed on
the annulus floor outside the air

F 07 West (A) 06113198

F 08 East (A) 02105198 WAP / P98026502

F 08 East (A) DP / P980441:01-07

F 08 East (A) 10120198 DP

DP

/ P960441 :05

/ P96044501-07F 08 East (A)

F

F

08

08

North (A)

North (A)

06116/98

07121198

DP / P96036701-17

/ 500

F 08 North (A) 10/20t98 DP ] P98044001-07

F 08 North (A) 10/28/98 / P98044401-07DP

F 08 North (A) 1W16198 / 500A

/ P980265:01

cc-w

WAPF 08 South (A) 02105198

F South (A) 07/21198 ccl-u / 50008

distribution duct.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR i) DATE

INSPECTION METHOD
lDENTtFICATION NUMBER

F 08 South (A)

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

08 South (A)

08

08

08

08

08

08

08

08

08

08

10120/98

10128/98

DP

DP

South (A) 12114198 ml 500A

West (A)

West (A)

West (A)

01 (1)

05127198

10120198

10128198

11124198

WAP

DP

DP

/ P98044201-07

/ P98044601-07

/ P98030301

/ P98044301-07

/ P98044701-07

/ 549

03 (1) 11/24/98 ml 549

05 (0 11/10/98 =Tv I 549

05 (1) 12/01198 ~} 549

05 (1)

05 (1)

12J02198

12109198

/ 549

I 549

REMARKS

inspection was performed to monitor for
leakage into the annulue after water wee
added to the tank to re-wet the sludge.
No leakage was observed.

Inspection was performed to monitor for
leakage into the annulus after water was
added to the tank to re-wet the sludge.
No leakage was observed.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor between tha secondary
vessel wall and the ventilation duct.

Tank condfiion was normal. Stains and
marks obsewed on the ventilation duct
and annulus floor were caused by water
which had leaked into the annulus.

Inspection was performed to monitor for
leakage into the annulue after water was
added to the tank to m-wet the sludge.
No leakage was obsewad.

Inspection was performed to monitor for
leakage into the annulus after water was
added to the tank to re-wet the sludge.
No leakage was observed.

CCTV was used to search beneath riser 1
for obstruction which would interfere with
pump inetallatiorr. A flat carbon steel
plate approximately 2 x 4 inches was
obeerved wefdad to the bottom of the
riser sleeve protmding into the area of
concern.

CCTV was used to search beneath riser 3
for obstruction which would interfere with
pump inetaflation. A fiat oerbon steel
plate approximately 2 x 4 inches wee
observed welded to the bottom of the
riser sleeve protruding into the ares of
concern.

CCTV was used to search beneath riser 5
for obstruction which would interfere with
pump installation. A flat carbon steel
plate approximately 2 x 4 inchee was
observed weldad to the bottom of the
riser sleeve protruding into the area of
concern.

Inspection determined that the steel bar
attached to a cooling coil beneath the
riser was dkeotly below the riser and
would interfere with the installation of the
pump.

CCTV was used to faalitate and
document the remote removal of the
steel plate attached to the riser sleeve.

CCTV was used to facilitate and
document the remote removal of the
metal bar attached to a cooling coil.
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TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

INSPECTIO N METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

F 08 08 (1) 11130198

F

F

F

F

F

H

H

H

H

H

H

08

08

08 (1)

Center (1)

1.2/10/98

07123198

08

08

08

09

09

09

09

09

09

Center (1)

Center (1)

Center (1)

“ South (A)

08fl 3198

08/16/98

10126198

10129198

02119/98

South (A) 02/1 9/98

South (A) 06/06/98

West (A) O2I1OI98

West (A) 02/1 9/98

CCN

CcTv

/

/

/

/

/

549

549

528

528

528

WAP

CCTV

DP

546

P980261 :0”1

500

522

f P96026701-17

1 5(X)

REMARKS

CCTV wee used to search beneath riser 8
for obstruction which would interfere with
pump installation. A flat carbon steel
plate approximately 2 x 4 inches was
observed welded to the bottom of the
riser sleeve protruding into the area of
concern.

CCTV was usad to faaiftate and
document the remote removal of the
metal bar attached to a tooting coil.

CCTV determine the suction leg of the
transfer jet was suspended above the
waste. No tiquid was observed.
Abandoned steel tapes were observed
beneath riser 2. Waste surface wee
uneven throughout the tank.

Inspection was made to determine the
elevation of the lTJ. The distance from
bottom of jet to waste was estimated to
be 2 to 4 feet.

CCTV was used to identity an object
which appearad to be below the TTJ in
riser 6. The object was a steel rod
approximately 3 feet long. It was not
located beneath the TTJ.

CCTV was used to monitor the tank
interfor during the addition of 55,375
gallons of inhibited water.

CCTV was used to inspect the ventilation
duct for blockage. No btockage was
obsewed.

Tank condition had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus and
reconfigured the surface of the leaked
waste in the annulus pan.
Rainwater/groundWater was obewved in
the annulus.

The conductivity probe was obsewed
atop the leaked waste.

CCTV was used to document the position
of the conductivii probe. The
conductivity probe was obsewed lying
on top of the leaked waste.

Tank condtion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus and
reconfigured the surface of the leaked
waste in the annukre pan.
Rainwater/groundWater was obsewed in
the annulus. The magnetically mounted
thermocouple was properly positionad
within one foot of the bottom girth weld.

The conductivity probe was obsewed
atop the leaked waste. The magnetically
mounted thermocouple was obeewed
properly positioned within one foot of the
bottom girth weld.
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TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

H 09 West (A) 06/08/98

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

09 West (A)

09 West (A)

09 West (A)

10

10

East (A)

East (A)

10 East (A)

10

10

North (A)

North (A)

10

10

11

11

West (A)

West (A)

DB-02

East (A)

.

07/29/98

08103198

08/1 2/98

02/1 0/98

02119198

02/1 9/98

02119198

02170198

08104198

06106/96

CCTV

WAP

cm

C(3V

WAP

DP

HEUUM

/ 522

/ 500

I P960269:01

/500

/ 522

1 P98026902

/ 500

I P96026801-17

522

HE-98-O1O

VISUAL /

REMARKS

Investigation of a continuous alarm
determined the conductivii probe was
buried in the leaked waste creating a
conductive path to the ennulus steel
pan. The alarm cleared when the probe
was raised above the leaked waste.

CCTV was used to guide positioningof
the magnetically mounted thermocouple.
The thermocouple wee properfy
positioned on the tank wall within one
foot of the bottom girth weld.

Inspection was made to determine the
position of the thermocouple. The
thermocouple detached from the tank
wall. It was located on top of the
ventilation duct.

CCTV was used to guide positioningof
the magnetically mounted thermocouple.
The thermocouple was properly
positioned on the tank wall within one
foot of the bottom girth weld.

Tank condition had not changed.

The conductivity probe wee obsewed on
the annulus floor. The magnetically
mounted thermocapte was observed
properly positioned wittin one foot of the
bottom girth weld.

Investigation of a continuous alarm
determined the conductivii probe was
buried in the leaked waste creating a
conductive path to the annulus steel
pan. The alarm cfeared when theprobe
was raised above the leaked waste.

Tank condfiion had not changed.

The conductivity probe was observed
atop the leeked waste.

Tank condiion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the arrnulus and
reconfigured the surface of the leaked
waste in the ennulus pan.

CC~ was used to document poeitiin of
the bottom of the dip tubes. The dip
tubes appeared to be in contact with salt.

Helium leak testing was performed on the
transfer line from HDB-02 to Tank 11.
The results were inconclusive.

Inspection revealed the dip tubes to be
below the water. Air bubbles were
observed coming out of the water around
the dip tubes.
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AREA
TANK OR ACCESS OPENING

ANCILLARY {A OR i) DATE

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

East (A)

North (A)

North (A)

North (A)

South (A)

South (A)

South (A)

West (A)

West (A)

07 (1)

East (A)

East (A)

North (A)

North (A)

South (A)

South (A)

West (A)

06/1 1198

02f25198

02126198

06108198

02112198

02125198

06108198

02112196

02125198

09108198

02109198

02126198

02HO198

02126198

02109198

02126198

02109198

ISEC~
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

DP / P98030601-17

DP / P980275:01-17

=TV / 500

CCTV / 522

CC-IV / 500

WAP / P98027201

VISUAL /

~/5oo

WAP / P98027202

~i 536

WAP / P98026301

=1-V /5oo

DP / P98026201-17

CCTV / 500

WAP / P98026302

=f-v/5oo

DP / P98026401-17

REMARKS

Tank condtiion had not changed. Stains
and marks Ob!SeN(Xfon the primary
vessel wall and annulus floor had
changed due to the humid condition
which prevailed when rainwater leaked
into the annulus.

Tank condition had not changed.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivii probe was immersed in
reinwater which had leaked into the
annul us.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion had not changed. Stains
and marks obsemcf on the primary
vessel wall were caused by water which
had leaked into the annulus. The area
around and above the tank had recently
been resurfaced with tarmac. Evidently,
the heavy rainfalls experienced in
January and February had carried some
of the oil from the tarmac into the annulus
where it was deposited on the tank
exterior sudace.

Rainwater was observed on the annulus
floor.

The magnetioafly mounted thermocouple
was observed properly positioned witM
one foot of the bottom girth weld.

Tank mndtion had not changed.

CCTV was used to document the
configuration of the transfer line piping.
Inspection revealed that a flush line was
connected to the transfer piping.

Tank condtion had not changed.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was observed properly positioned wittin
one foot of the bottom girth weld.

Tank condition had not changed.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition had not changed.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition had not changed.
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Appendix 8-Summaty of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
ANCILLARY (A OR i) DATE

MS PECTION ME THOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

13 LDB-01

13 LDB-02

13 010 (A)

13 032 (A)

13 055 (A)

13 071 (A)

13 107 (A)

13

13

13

151 (A)

175 (A)

207 (A)

13 228 (A)

13 East (A)

13 North (A)

13 North (A)

13 North (A)

09117198

09117198

09123/98

09123198

11/02/98

09/24198

10109f98

10109198

10109198

10109198

09124198

10109198

10114198

IOI16J98

10121198

DP

DP

DP

DP

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

DP

/533

1 533

/ P98041301-17

/ P98041401-17

/ P98046&01-16

/ P98041&01-17

/ P98042?01-16

/ P98042801-14

/ P96042902

/ P960429:03

/ P98041601-17

/ P96042901

/ P980430:01-17

/ 500

/ 500

REMARKS

CCTV was used to positionthe
conducfivii probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the aetpoint.

Tank condtiion had not changed.

Tank condition had not changed. Sfakrs
and marks on the primary vessel wall
were caused by water which had leaked
into the annulus.

Tank condtion had not changed.

Tank condtiion had not changed. Stains
and marks on the primary vessel wall
were caused by water which had leaked
into the annulus.

Tank condition had not changed. Stains
and marks on the primary vessel wall
were caused by water which had leaked
into the snnulus.

Tank condition had not changed. Stains
and marks on the primary vessel wail
were caused by water which had leaked
into the annulus.

Tank condffion had not changed. Stains
and marks had been changed by water
from condensation forming on the
primary vessel wall or the inleakaga of
rainwater.

Tank condlion had not changed. Stains
and marks on the primary vessel wall
were caused by water which had leaked
into the annulus.

Tank condtion had not changed. Stains
and marks on the primary vessel wall
were caused by water which had leaked
into the annulus.

Tank condfiion had not changed. Stains
and marks on the primary vessel wall
were caused by water wfdch had leaked
into the annulus.

Tank condfiion had not changed. Stains,
marks, and deposita on the primary
vessel wall were caused by water which
had leaked into the snnulus.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
had become detached from the tank wall.

The conduct”wityprobe was deployed on
..

tne annulus mor.
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TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR i) DATE

H 13 North (A) 10/21198

~ TH D
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

The magnetically mounted themmsouple
was positioned on the tank wall about 18
inches above the bottom girth weld.

Tank condtion had not changed. Stains
and marks on the primary vessel wall
were caused by water which had leaked
into the annulus.

The conductivity probe was Iiisd up so
that it could be obeewad then lowered to
the floor between the ventilation duct and
the secondary vessel wall. The probe
was not visible where it came to rest
beneath the ventilation duct.

Tank condtiion had not changed. Stains
and marks had been changed by water
from condensation forming on the
primary vessel wall or the inleskage of
rainwater.

Tank condtion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus, chenged the
appearance of stains and marks on the
primary vessel well, and reconfigured the
surface of the leaked waste in the
annulus pen.

Tank condition had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus end
reconfigured the surface of the leakad
waste in the annulus pan.

Tank condtion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus, changed the
appearance of stains and marks on the
primary vessel wall, and reconfigured the
surface of the leaked waste in the
annulus pan.

Tank condtion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus, changed the
appearance of s~lns and marks on the
primary vessel wall, and reconfigured the
surface of the leaked waste in the
annulus pan.

Tank condtion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus, changed the
appearance of stains and marks on the
primary vessel wall, end reconfigured the
surface of the leaked waste in the
annulus pan.

The conductivity probe in the north riser
was properly positionad one inch above
the surface of the leaked waste in the
annulus pan.

Tank condition had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus and
reconfigured the surface of the leaked
waste in the annulus pan.

/ 500

/ P98042&01-15

/ 500

H 13 South (A) 10t05198 DP

cc-w

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

DP

CC-W

WAP

H 13 South (A) 10/21/98

H 13 West (A) 10IO9I98

10112198

/ P980429:04

H / P980436:0314 013 (A)

H 14 032 (A) 10/1 5198 / P960435:O”

H 14 065 (A) 10IO6I98 / P980421:01-17

/ P980422:01-17H 14 108 (A) 10/06198

H 14 125 (A) 10106196 / P98042301-17

H 14 125 (A) / 500

/ P980438:04

10116198

H 14 151 (A) 10112198
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TANK OR ~ PENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

JNSPE CTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

H 14 170 (A) 10/12/98 WAP / P96043&05

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

14 170 (A) 10/?6/96 ~/5oo

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

15

170 (A) 12107198 ~1

207 (A)

235 (A)

259 (A)

East (A)

East (A)

10112198

10112/98

10112198

08105198

10112198

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

I P980438:06

/ P98043E07

j P98043E08

I 500

} P9S043&02

North (A) 01129198 ml

North (A) 10112198 WAP / P9S043&ol

North (A)

010 (A)

10121198

05/08/98 WAP

1~

/ P96028Z02

REMARKS

Tank oondtiion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus, changed the
appearance of stains and marks on the
primary vessel waft, and reconfigured the
surface of the leaked waste in the
annuius pan.

The conductivity probe in the east riser
was improperly positionad. It was
greater than one inch above the leaked
waste.

CCTV was used assist in repositioning
the conduti-vity probe in the east riser.
The probe was deployed at the setpoint.

Tank condiiion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus and changed
the appearance of stains and marks on
the primary vessel wall.

Tank condition had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annuius, ohanged the
appearance of stains and marks on the
primary vessel wall, and reconfigured the
surface of the leaked waste in the
annulus pan.

Tank condtion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annukrs and changed
the appearance of stains and marks on
the primary vessel wall.

The conductivity probe was suspended
approximately 4 inches above the leaked
waste.

Tank oondtion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus, changed the
appearance of stains and marks on the
primary vessel wall, and reconfigured the
surface of the leaked waste in the
annulus pan.

CCTV wee used to verify that the
abandoned etandpipe through the riser
plug was free of any obatmction and
opened into the annulus. Inspection
revealed that the oonduif was open and
wouldprovideaccess to the annulus for
installation of a thermocouple.

Tank condtin had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annukrs, changed the
appearance of stains and marks on the
primary vessel wail, and reconfigured the
surface of the leaked waste in the
annulus pan.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was propenlypositioned on the tank wall
within one foot of the bottom girth weld.

Tank condition had not changed.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

INSPECTION METHO D
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

CCTV was used to faciliite remote
positioning of the dip tubes, The dip
tubes were positioned between the
primary vessel wall and the ventilation
duct and set one inch above the annuh.rs
floor.

The conductivity probe in the south riser
was Iiied up so that it could be observed
then lowered to the floor between the
ventilation duct and the secondary
vessel wall. The probe was not visible
where it came to rest beneath the
ventilation duct.

Tank condtion had not changed.

Tank condition had not changed.

Inspection was made to review Ieaksiie
artifacts observed on 03/12/97. Most
deposits obsetved in 1997 were gone
revealing a crack approximately 3 inches
long approximately 200 inches above the
tank bottom. The crack was at a vertical
plate weld.

Tank condition had not changed.

Tank rendition had not changed.

The conductii probe in 1P-117 was
lifted up so that it could be observed then
lowered to the floor between the
ventilation duct and the secondary
vessel wall. The probe was not visible
where it came to reef beneath the
ventilation duct.

The conductivky probe in the south riser
was Iiied up so that it could be observed
then lowered to the floor between the
ventilation duct and the secondaty
vessel well. The probe was not visible
where it came to rest beneath the
ventilation duct.

Tank condtion had not changed.

Tank condtion had not changed.

Tank condtion had not changed.

Tank condtin had not changed. Stains
and marks on the primary vessel wall and
annulus floor were caused by water
wtilch had leaked into the annulus.

Tank condtion had not changed.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was moDerlv Positioned on the tank wall

10t13i98H 15 010 (A)

H 15 010 (A) 10120198 cm / 500

H

H

H

15

15

15

DP / P98028001-17

DP / P980281:01-17

DP / P98028401-09

032 (A)

055 (A)

055 (A)

03125198

03t25i98

03125198

H

H

H

15

15

15

071 (A)

107 (A)

107 (A)

03125198 DP / P98028201-17

WAP / P960287:03

cm / 50010/20/98

H 15 117 (A) 09107198

05106/98 WAP I P96028704

WAP / P960287:05

WAP I P98028R06

DP / P98027901-17

H 15 137 (A)

H 15 171 (A)

H 15 182 (A)

H 15 207 (A) 03116198

03125198

10116198

H 15 223 (A)

H 15 242 (A)

DP / P98028301-17

=/500

within one foot of the bottom girth weld.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

H

H

H

H

H

H

f-l

H

H

H

H

H

F

F

F

F

H

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

15 East (A)

15 North (A)

15 South (A)

15 West (A)

15 01 (1)

15

16

16

16

36” (i)

035 (A)

118 (A)

207 (A)

16 262 (A)

16 East (A)

16 West (A)

18 Center (1)

18 West (1)

19 East (1)

19 West (1)

21 MLDB-01

05106198

05106198

10tl 5198

05/06/98

08111/98

08111/98

10/14/98

10114198

10114198

05107198

10/1 3198

10128198

12108198

1Ill 2198

11112198

01105198

~
lD~NTfFICATION N~MB%R REMARKS

WAP / P98028701

DP / P98028S01-17

WAP / P98043601

DP / P98028601-17

~/530

WAP / P86043701

WAP / P980437:02

WAP / P98043703

WAP / P96043?04

DP / P980290:01-16

DP / P98043901-17

WAP / P98044&01-08

~/506

WAP / P980481:OI-06

WAP / P980461:07-12

~/ 381

Tank condtion had not changed.

Tank cond~on had not changed.

Tank condtion had not changed.

Tank condtion had not changed.

CCN was used to document the surface
condfiions of the waste and observe a
steel tape measurement. The surfaca of
the waste beneath riser 1 was depressed
forming a shallow crater which contained
abandoned steel tapes, ‘an absorbent
swipe, and a small canister. A large
crater was observed just southeast of
riser 1 where the transfer jet wee
removed from riser 2. Numerous cracks
and crevices were observed in the
surface of the dry waste.

CCTV was used to document the surface
condtions and reel tapa operation. The
waste was irregular wifh cracks and
crevices. The real tape bob ccmtactad
waste on a crevice wall.

Tank condtion had not changed.

Tank condtion had not changed. Water
had leaked into the annulus and
reconfigured the leaked waste in the
annulua pan.

Tank condiion had not changed. Water
had leakad into the annulua and
reconfigured the leaked waste in the
annulus pan.

Tank condition had not changed.

Tank condition had not changed.
Deposits on annulus floor had been
reconfigured by water that had leakad
into the annulus.

Tank condition had not changed.

Tank condiiion was normal.

CCTV was used to determine if the
transfer lines extended into the riser.
The transfer lines had been cut off flush
with the riser sleeve.

Tank condition had not changed.

Tank condtion had not changed.

CCTV was used to view contilons in
MLDB-01. A small amount of earJment
was visible on the bottom of the MLDB.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS o ENI NG
AREA ANCILLARY (A ORPI) DATE

H 21 MLDB-09 10119198

H 21 Vs 07130198

INSPECTION METHOD
lDENTIFICATtON NUMBER

Cclv

/ 533

/ 500

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

F

F

21

22

NE (1)

22

22

22

22

22

22

22

22

23

24

24

25

25

MLDB-01

MLDB-01

MLDB-01

MLDB-02

VB

NE (1)

~ (U

~ (1)

w (1)

SE (1)

LDB-03

LDB-03

11106/98

02/1 0198

12101198

WAP

HELIUM

CCTV

11129198 CC-IV

12102198 Ccw

10/1 9/98

11103198

11106198

11/06/98

11/24/98

11/17/98

1117198

1117198

ccl-v

WAP

WAP

PSP

WAP

WAP

CCTV

/ P98046901-06

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

HE-98-003

543

533

533

5330

533

533

/ P98047001-05

/ P98047OO6-10

/ P98048401-12

/ P98048207-12

/ P98048201-06

/ 533B

12tl 1198 ccl-v / 533B

REMARKS

The conductivity probe was deployed in
the MLDB.’

CCTV was used to document the position
of the conductivity probe and the overall
condition of the valve box. The probe
was properly positioned on the bottom of
the valve box. Dry waste deposits were
observed on the floor along the walls.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Helium tracer testing determined drain
assembty 268 was connected to the
jacket.

CCTV was used to determine if the
sidewall sump contained anything which
would hinder or prevent installation of the
rod used to measure sump liquid level.
No obstruction was observed above the
liquid.

The conductivity probe was properly
deployed in the MLDB.

Inspection determined the conductivity
pmba wee in the alarm mode because it
was resting on a layer of mud on bottom
of the MLDB.

CCTV wee used to position the
conducfivii probe in the MLDB. The
probe was positioned approximately 1/4”
above the bottom of the MLDB.

The conductivity probe was properly
po~loned in the MLDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductiv”~ probe was deployed at the
set point.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank conditionwas norrnsL

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned in the LDB.

CCTV was used to position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was extending more than 1/4” from the
bottom of the standpipe. Debris in the
LDB prevented viewing the bottom of the
standpipe.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR
AREA ANCILLARY

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

‘F

F

F

F

F

F

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

26

ACCESS OPENING
(A OR 1) DATE

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

LDB-01

05114198

05114198

05121J98

07128198

05114198

05121198

08106198

05114198

05121198

08106198

05114198

05114198

0!5114198

05114198

06111198

06111198

05114198

05114198

05114198

06111/98

05/14198

05114198

06111198

06/1 1198

11117196

~ METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

WAP / P960291:01

WAP / P960291:02

~/5oo

cm / 500

WAP / P980291:03

~ / 500

~/5oo

WAP / P960291:04

cm / 500

CC-IV / 500

WAP / P960291:05

WAP / P960291:06

WAP / P960291 :07

WAP / P960291:08

DP / P98030701-25

DP / P98030&01-25

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

/ P980291 :09

/ P960291:1O

/ P980291:11

/ P98030901-25

/ P960291:12

/ P960291:13

/ P98031OOI-25

/ P98031 1:01-25

/ 533B

REMARKS

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conducfivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annuius floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annuius floor.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condiion wee normat.

Tank condtiion was normal,

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank rendition was norrnel.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank oondtion was normal.

Tank oondtion was normal.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivii probe was improperly
positioned in the LDB.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING INSPECTION METHOD
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR O DATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

F 26 LDB-01 12102/98 ml

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

26 LDB-01

26 LDB4H

26 LDB-02

26 LDB-Q3

26 LDB-03

26 LDB-04

26 LDB-05

26 LDB-05

26 LDB-06

26 LDB-06 .

26 LDB-06

26 LDB-06

26 LDB-07

26 LDB-07

26 LDB-07

12111198

12121198

11116198

1Ill 8196

12103198

1lt17198

11117198

11/21198

11117/98

12102198

Cclv

CCTV

CCTV

/

/

/

/

/

/

I

/

/

/

12/1 1/98 ml

12121198 cm /

11117198 =f-VI

12102196 al

12111198 CCTV /

533B

533B

533

533

533B

533B

533B

533

533B

533B

533B

533B

CCTV inspection revealed no probe
extending from he probe sfandpipe. Rust
was observed in the stsndpipe and on
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection determined the probe
was resting on debris on the bottom of
the LDB.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe. The probe was
deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was dep\oyed at the
set point.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
set point.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivii probe wee resting on the
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe wee deployed at the
set point.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
pos”~ned in the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe waa improperly
positioned in the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed no probe
extending from the probe standpipe.
Ruef was observed in the stsndpipe end
on bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was resting on the
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV was used to position the
conductivii probe. The probe was
deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivii probe was improperly
positioned in the LDB.

CCTV inspection reveafed no probe
extsnding from the probe standpipe.
Rust was observed in the standpipe and
on bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was resting on the
bottom of the LDB.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

ACC S~
(A OR 1) DATE

j~D
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

LDB-07

LDB-08

LDB-06

LDB-09

LDB-09

LDB-10

LDB-I 1

LDB-11

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

12121198

11117198

11121196

11117/98

12J28196

11II 7198

11117/96

i 2103196

05114198

05126198

07129J96

05114198

05121198

07128/98

05114198

05t21198

07129196

05114198

05114198

05114198

05!14198

533B

533B

533

533B

533B

533B

533B

533B

P98029201

P96035501

500

P980292:02

500

500

P980292:03

500

500

P980292:04

P98029205

P98029206

P960292:07

REMARKS

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivhy probe. The probe was
deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned in the LDB.

CCTV was usad to positionthe
conductivity probe. The probe was
deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
set point.

CCTV was used to verify positionthe
conductivity probe. The probe was
deployed at set point.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned in the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV was used to verify positionthe
conductivity probe. The probe was
resting on the bottom of the LDB.

Tank Oondtion was normal.

Tank oondition was normal.

The conduotivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductivky probe wee deployed on
the annulue floor.

The conductivii probe wee deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

ACCESS OPENING
(A OR 1) DATE

m~
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

P-05 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

LDB-01

LDB-01

LDB-03

LDB-05

LDB-05

LDB-08

A-W (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-o3 (A)

A-03 (A)

06111198

06111198

05128198

05114198

05114198

05114198

05tl 4198

06110198

06/10198

06110198

11120198

12121198

12121198

1Ill 9198

12/1 1198

11120198

05114/98

05114198

05121198

07127/98

05114196

05121198

07129198

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

DP

CCN

ccl-v

WAP

WAP

CcTv

ccl-v

WAP

/ P96030501-25

/ P980312:01-25

/ P96035502

/ P980292:08

/ P980292:09

/ P980292:1O

/ P980292:11

/ P98031301-25

/ P98031401-25

/ P88031501-25

/

/

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

533

533B

533B

533

533B

533

P980293:OI

P98029302

500

500

P98029303

500

500

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition wee normal.

Tank condiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condkion was normal.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV was used to verify positionthe
conductivii probe. The probe was
resting on the bottom of the LDB.

CCTV was used to verify positionthe
conductivii probe. The probe was
resting on the bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned in the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was resting on the
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The corrductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe wea deployed on
the annulus floor.
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Appendix B—Summary of 7998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

TANK OR ACCESS o ENI NG
ANCILLARY (A ORPI) DATE

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

A-o4 (A)

A-o4 (A)

A-o4 (A)

P-ol (A)

P-02 (A)

P-o3 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-o5 (A)

27 P-06 (A)

27 P-07 (A)

27

27

27

27

27

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

27 P-13 (A)

27 P-14 (A)

28 LDB-01

28 LDB-01

28 LDB-01

05114198

05{21/98

07J29198

05114198

05/1 4198

05114198

05114198

06110198

06110198

05114198

05114/98

05114196

05114198

05114198

061fO196

08110198

06/10/98

11120198

12102198

i211 1198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

WAP

CcTv

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

/ P98029304

/ 500

/ 500

/ P98029305

/ P96029306

/ P98029307

/ P960293:08

/ P98031601-25

DP / P98031701-25

WAP / P980293:09

WAP / P9802931O

WAP / P980293:11

WAP / P980293:12

WAP / P98029313

DP / P98031801-25

DP / P98031901-22

DP / P96032001-25

ml 533

CCTV /

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condiiion was normst.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the secondary
vessel wall were caused by water which
had leakad into the annuhrs.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the secondary
vessel wall were caused by water that
had leaked into the annulus.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condiiion was norrnat.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normet.

Tank condtion was norrnst. Stains and
marks observed on the secondary
vessel wall were caused by water which
had leaked into the annulus where the
lines for steam and waste concentrate
penetrate the concrete vault below
grade.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normsf.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivii probe was improperly
positionad in the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealad the
conductivity probe was not extending
from the probe starrcfpfpe. Rust was
observed in the stendpipe and on bottom
of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductive cirobe was not extending
from the prbbe sfandpipe.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

ACCESS OPENING
(A OR 1) DATE

LDB-04

LDB-04

LDB-05

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

11120198

1211lf98

11120/98

05114198

05114198

05121198

08106198

05114198

05121198

08106/98

05114198

05121[98

08106198

05114t98

06111/98

05114198

05/1 4/98

06111198

05114198

05tl 4198

05114198

06111198

06111198

05114198

I

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

ml 533B

WAP / P98029401

WAP / P98029402

CCTV i 500

CCTV / 500

WAP / P98029403

~/5oo

WAP / P960294:04

~lsoo

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

WAP

I P98029405

/ P980321:OI-25

/ P98029406

I P960294x37

I P980322:OI-25

/ P98029408

/ P98029409

/ P980294:1O

/ P96032301-25

/ P96032401-25

/ P96029411

REMARKS

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned in the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condiion was normal,

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condiion was normal.

Tank condition was nomnal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.
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AREA
TANK OR ACCESS OPENING

ANCILLARY [A OR 1) DATE
INSPECTION METHOD

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

F

F

F

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

28 P-12 (A)

28 P-13 (A)

28 P-14 (A)

29 LPS

29 LPS

29

29

29

29

29

29

LPS

LPS

LPS

LPS

A-01 (A)

A-01 (A)

29 A-01 (A)

29 A-01 (A)

29 A-02 (A)

29 A-02 (A)

29 A-02 (A)

29 A-03 (A)

29 A-03 (A)

05114198

08111198

06111198

10101198

10J07198

10108198

11111198

1ll12f98

1l124f98

0111ti98

06118198

07101198

06104198

01112198

06118198

06104198

01112198

06116198

WAP / P96029412

DP / P98032501-25

DP / P98032601-25

cm / 541

HELIUM / HE-98-013

WAP / P960246:01

CC-I-V / 500

~/5oo

WAP / lW8024002

=f-V/5oo

~ / 500

WAP / P9602W.03

~/5oo”

REMARKS

Tank condition was normal.

Tank rxmdiion was normal.

Tank oondtion was norrnaf.

A video probe was used to determine the
length of the leak detection sleeve on the
tank side for proper installation of the
conductivity probe. It could not be
determined that the LPS aooeseed the
transfer line jacket.

CCTV revealed the leak probe sleeve
accessed the jacket from the tank side.
The sleeve accessed the jacket from the
DB-04 side. Metal shavings were
obsewed in the sleeve.

Helium testing verffied that the LPS on
the tank end of the transfer fine
accessed the jacket.

CCTV was used to determine the proper
insertion distance for the conducfivii
probe to be installed in the LPS.

CCTV inspection verified the LPS
accessed the jacket on the tank end of
the transfer line.

CCTV inspection verffkl the LPS
accessed the jacket on the DB-04 end of
the transfer fine. Metal shavings and
debris were obsewed in the LPS.

Terrk condition was normal. An
abandoned conductivity probe wire was
observed on the annulus floor.

The ccmduotivftyprobe was incorrectly
positioned on the annulus floor. The
probe was lying on the tank refractory
pad.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conduct”~ probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank oondiiion was normaf.

The conduct”tity probe wee deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.
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AREA

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

29

30

30

30

30

30

ACCESS OPENiNQ
(A OR 1) DATE

INSPECTION MET HOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-o4 (A)

A-o4 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

LPS

LPS

A-01 (A)

A-01 (A)

A-01 (A)

08104198

01112198

06118)98

08t04198

01112/98

01/1 2t98

01112198

01/1 2198

06124198

01/1 2198

01H2198

06124198

06124196

01/12/98

01112198

06124198

01112198

10101[96

10107196

01122198

06111198

08103198

WAP / P980246x14

~ / SW

CCTV / 500

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

/ P960248:05

/ P980246:06

/ P98037301-25

/ P98024&07

/ P980248:08

/ P98037401-25

I P98024&09

/ P9802481O

/ P86037501-25

/ P96037601-25

/ P96024811

/ P96024812

\ P98037ZOI-25

/ P98024653

I 641

CCTV I 500

WAP I P98035401

~/5oo

REMARKS

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank oondtion was normal.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was property @toned on the tank wail
within one foot of the bottom girth weld.

The magnetically mounted therrrmcoupla
wee properly positioned on the tank wall
within one foot of the bottom girth wald.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was norrnat.

Tank condition was norrnaf.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank oonditionwas normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank ccmdfiionwas normal.

Tank cond~ion was normal.

Tank cond~ion was normal.

Tank Oontilon was normal.

Tank condiiiorrwas normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

A video probe was usad to determine the
length of the leak probe sleeve on the
tank side for proper installation of the
conductivity probe.

CCTV inspection revaaled the leak probe
sleeve was open to the jacket from the
tank side. The sleeve did not have a
claar access to the jacket from the
HDB4M side and metal shavings were
obeeived in the aleeve.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulua floor.

Tank oondtion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.
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TANK OR
AREA ANCILLARY

ACCESS OPENING
(A OR 1) DATE

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

30

30

30

30

30

30

.

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-W (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-1 3 (A)

P-14 (A)

C-02 (1)

C-02 (1)

01 /22/98

06111/98

08/03198

06111198

08103t98

01122J98

06111196

01112198

01112198

06123198

06111198

06111198

06123198

06111198

08111!98

06123198

06123198

06111198

06111198

06123198

01112198

10106198

11102198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

WAP

cm

WAP

cc-iv

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

/ P98035402

/500

/ P960354m3

/ 500

/ 500

/ P98035404

/ P98024901

f P98024902

I P98037&01-25

/ P98035405

/ P980354XM

/ P98037901-25

I P98035407

/ P980354X36

/ P98038001-25

/ P980381:01-25

/ P98035409

/ P9803541O

/ P88038201-25

/ P980249:03

/ 542

/ 542

REMARKS

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

Tank oonditionwas normal.

The conduofivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank oondtion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The magnatioeliy mounted thermocouple
was observed properly positioned on the
tank wall within one foot of the bottom
girth weld.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank oonditionwas normet.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
madcs obsewed on the ventilation duct
were caused by water which had leaked
into the annulus.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank cmdiiion wee normal.

Tank condition was normal.

CCTV was used to determine the position
of the BFV. The BFV was improperly
positioned on the nozzle.

CCTV was used to verify that the BFV
and nozzle were properly aligned.
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TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR i) DATE

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

H 31 LPS 10107198

tH122i98

05/1 8198

08103198

01122198

05118198

08103198

05116198

05118198

08103198

01/28198

05118198

06111198

051f8f98

06123198

05116198

05118f98

06123198

05116/98

05116198

06f23198

06f23198

CCTV revealed the leak probe sleeve
was open to fhe jacket from the tank
side. The sleeve did not have a clear
access to the jacket from the HD13-04
side end metal shavings were observed
in the sleeve.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductivhy probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was verifkadproperty deployed on the
tank wall within one foot of the bottom
girth weld.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks obsewed on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water that had
leaked into the annulus.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank ccmd~ionwas normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

H 31 A-01 (A) ccl-v / 500

H

H

31

31

A-01 (A)

A-01 (A)

WAP / P980301:01

C(XV / 500

H A-02 (A) CCTV / 500

H

H

31

31

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

WAP / P980301:02

=-1-V /5oo

WAP / P980301:03

~/5oo

H

H

31

31

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

H 31 A-03 (A)

H 31 A-04 (A)

WAP / P960301:04

WAP / P960352:OI

WAP j P960301:05

H

H

H

31

31

31

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

/ P9603=.01-25

/ P980301 :06

\ P980301;07

/ P980364:01-25

/ P980301 :08

/ P980301:09

/ P98038501-25

/ P96038601-25

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-W (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

WAP

WAP

DP

DP
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TANK OR
AREA ANCILLARY

ACCESS OPENING INSPECT ION METHOD
[A OR 1) DATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiion wee normal.

Tank condtiion was normat.

CCTV was used to document condition of
the sump jet vent line fmm the RHLWE.
No unusual condition was observed.

CCTV was used to document candtion of
the sump jet return ~mefrom the RHLWE.
No debris were observed. However, the
weld seam area of transition between
catheter line and core pipe had sharp and
jagged edges.

CCTV was used to document condtion of
the sump jet return Iii from the RHLWE.
No debris were observed. However, the
weld seam area of transition between
catheter line and core pipe had sharp end
jagged edges.

CCN was used to document conditionof
the sump jet return line from the RHLWE.
No debris were observed. However, the
weld seam area of transition between
catheter line and core pipe had sharp and
jagged edges.

CCTV was used to document conditionof
the sump jet return fine from the RHLWE.
No debris were observed. However, weld
seam area of transition between catheter
line and core pipe had sharp end jagged
edges.

CCTV inspection revealed the leak probe
sleeve was open to the jacket from the
tank side and metal shavings were
observed. The sleeve did not have a
clear access to the jacket from the
HDB-04 side. Metal shavings, small
rocks, and some unknown debris were
observed in the sleeve.

The conduti”vity probe was observed on
the annulue floor.

Tank condtion wee normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was obeeived on
the annulus floor. .

Tank condfiion was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

P-1 1 (A) 05118198 WAP

P-12 (A) 05/16/98 WAP

P-13 (A) 06123/98 DP

P-14 (A) 06111/98 WAP

03t17198

/ P9803O1:1O

/ P980301:11

/ P98038701 -25

/ P980352:02

/ 506

H 31

H 31

H 31

H 31

H 32

H 32 COP09 03/03/98 ~1 507

H 32 COP 10 03103198 ml 507

H 32 COP 11 03103/98 -/ 507

03103/98 f%Tv / 507H 32 COP 12

H 32 LPS

A-01 (A) 01122198 /-

/ P960302:01

/ 500

1 500

/ P9S030202

/ 500

I 32

I 32 A-01 (A) 05118198 WAP

A-W (A) 08103198H 32

H 32 A-02 (A) 01122198 cm

H 32

H 32

A-02 (A) 05118198 WAP

A-02 (A) 08103198
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TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

INSPECTIO N METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

H 32 A-03 (A)

H 32 A-03 (A)

H 32 A-03 (A)

H 32 A-04 (A)

02105t98

05/1 8198

08103198

01122198

~/5oo

WAP / P980302:03

CCTV / 500

CCTV / 500

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

H 32

H 32

H 32

H 32

H 32

H 32

H 32

H 32

A-04 (A) 02105198 CC-W / 500

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

05118/98

05118198

05118198

06124198

05118198

05118198

06124198

WAP / P960302:04

WAP / P96030205

WAP / P96030206

DP / P98036&01-25

WAP / P96030207

WAP / P960302:08

DP / P98038901-25

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

05116/98

05118f98

06124198

06124198

WAP I P96030209

WAP / P980302;I0

DP / P98039001-25

DP / P980391:01-25

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

05118198

06/1 1198

06/24/98

05118/98

WAP / P98030211 “

WAP / P98035301

DP / P98039201-24

WAP / P96030212

REMARKS

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conducfivify probe was deployed on
the annulus ffoor.

The magnetically mounted thermocouple
was obse!ved improperly positioned on
the tank wall. The thermocouple and the
face of the magnet were not contacting
the tank wall.

CCTV was used to validate deployment
of the magnetically mounted
thermocouple. The thermocouple was
properly positioned within one foot of the
bottom girth weld.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condiion wee normal.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank oondtiionwas normal,

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtiionwas normal. stains and
marks observed on the secondary
vessel wall were osused by water wtich
had leaked into fhe snnulus. Mild
surface corrosion was observed on the
annulus floor.

Tank oonditionwas normal.

Tarrk condtion was normal.

Tank condiion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal. Stains,
marks, and deposits observed on the
ventilation ducf had been reconfigured
by water whii had leaked into the
annulus.

Tank corrcWonwas normal.

Tank condiion was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal. Steins and
marks obsewed on the annulus floor
were caused by water which had leaked
into the errnulus.

Tank m’rdiion was normal.
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AREA

H

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

32

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

ACCESS OP ENtN~
(A OR 1) DATE

P-15 (A)

A-01 (A)

A-01 (A)

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

05118198

04/25198

01122f98

05108198

07127198

01122198

05108198

07/27198

05106198

07129198

011W98

05106198

05108198

05108198

06113196

05108198

06113198

05106198

06113198

06113198

05106198

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

HELIUM

WAP

WAP

WAP

ccl-v

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

/ P98030213

/ HE-96-004

/ 500

/ P98028801

/ 500

/ 500

/ P98026&02

/ 500

/ P98026&03

/500

/ 500

/ P98028804

/ P98028%05

/ P960286x36

/ P980368:01-25

/ P980266:07

/ P960288:08

/ P980369:01-25

/ P980288:09

/ P9802881O

/ P98037001-24

/ P980371:01 -25

/ P98026811

/ P98026&12

REMARKS

Tank condition was normal.

A helium tracer test verified the integrity
of the FDB-03 to Tank 33 transfer line.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annuhrs floor.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

Tank rendition was normal.

The mnductivify probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank rendition was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The megneticalfy mounted thermocouple
was observed properly positioned on the
tank watt within one foot of the bottom
girth weld.

Tank condfiion was normal.

Tank condtiion wee normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the annulus cover
plate roof support were caused by water
that had leaked into the annulus.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank cond~ion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condfiionwas normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.
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TANK OR ~SS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

INSPECTION METHOQ
lDENTIFICATfON NUMBER

DP / P980372:01-25

REMARKS

F 33 P-13 (A)

F 33 P-14 (A)

F 33 P-15 (A)

F 33 P-16 (A)

F 34

06113198 Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition wee normal.

Tank condition was normal.

A helium tracer test verified the integrity
of the FDB-03 to Tank 34 transfer line.

The conductivity probe was obsewed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the seconda~
vessel wail were caused by water that
had leaked into the annulus.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was observed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion wee normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condfiion wee normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The rrregneticalfy mounted thermocouple
was observed properly positioned on the
tank well within one foot of the bottom
girth weld.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks obsewed on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water that had
leaked into-the annulus.

Tank condition was normal. Steins and
marks observed on the primary vessel
wafl had been changed by water whii
had leaked into the annulus. Some areas
appeared to be damp when
photographed.

Tank cond~ion was normal.

Tank condition wee normal. Stains and
marks observed on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water that had
leaked into the annulus.

WAP / P98028813

WAP / P980288:14

05108/98 WAP / P980288:15

HELIUM / FIE-98405

CCTV / 500F 34 A-01 (A) 01/22/98

05108198

07127198

01122198

F 34 A-01 (A) WAP / P980289:01

34 A-01 (A)

34 A-02 (A)

34

34

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

WAP / P98028902

~/5oo

34

34

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

05108198

07129198

01122/98

05108198

05108198

05108198

06112198

WAP / P98028903

~/5oo

34 A-04 (A) ml 500

A-o4 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

WAP / P98028904

WAP / P98028905

WAP / P96028906

34

34

34

34 P-03 (A) DP / P98035901-25

34

34

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

WAP / P98028907

WAP / P9602890805108198
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

34 P-06 (A)

34 P-06 (A)

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

34

34

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

P-14 (A)

P-15 (A)

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

05128t98

06/12/98

05/08/98

05108/96

06112198

06112198

05108198

05108198

06112198

05108198

05/08198

07101198

05116198

07108198

08104198

11J05198

05116198

07101198

05f 18198

INSPECTIO N METHOD
lDENTIFICATfON NUMBER

WAP

DP

/ P96035&ol

/ P960360:01-25

WAP

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

DP

m

/ P98026909

/ P9802891O

/ P980361:OI-25

/ P98036201-25

/ P98028911

/ P98028912

/ P98036301-25

/ P980289:13

/ P980289:14

/ P98039701-25

/ 500

/ 500

/ 500

/ P980468:01-25

/ 500

/ P96039901-25

/ 500

REMARKS

Tank condtin was normal.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks obsenred on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water filch had
leaked into the annulus. Some areas
appeared to be damp when
photographed.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water that had
leaked into the annulus.

Tank condition was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water that had
leaked into the annulus.

Tank condition was normal. Stains and
marks obsemed on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water which had
leaked into the anrrulus. Some areas

WPeared to be damp when
photographed.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water whii had
leaked into the annulus. Some areas
appeared to be damp when
photographed.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank corrdtion was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condfiion was normal.

The conducfivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank conditionwas normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

H 35 A-04 (A) 0710V98 ‘

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

36

H 36

H 36

H 36

H 36

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-1 3 (A)

P-14 (A)

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

03102198

03102198

0310W98

0.511Z96

03102198

03102198

03102198

03102198

03102198

03102198

03102198

03102198

01120/98

01121198

06130198

06118198

06130198

06118198

INSPECTION ME THOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

DP / P980398:01-25

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

HELIUM

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

P98027&Ol

P98027602

P98027603

P98027604

P98027605

P98027606

P98027607

P98027608

P980276:09

P98027&l O

P98027611

P98027612

P98027613

P98027614

HE-98-001

DP / P980401:01-25

~ / 500

DP / P980402:01-25

REMARKS

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the annulus cover
plate support were caused by water
which had leaked into the annulus.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condiiion was nomral.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank coti!on was normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normat.

Helium tracer testing identified two leak
locations in the steam line from the Tank
35-37 gang valve house to the tank jet.

CCTV was used to examine the PVC liner
of the port where the reet tape enters the
tank. Inspection revealed that the liner
was intact but appears to be thinning on
one side where the misaligned reel tape
had been rubbingthe liner. The liner did
not extend to the bottom of the riser.
Therefore, 1-2 inches of steel was
exposed to contact by the tape while in
the riser.

Tank condhionwee normal.

The conductii probe was deployed on
the annuius floor.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains end
marks observed on the secondary
vessel wall were caused by water tilch
had leaked into the annulus.

The conductivity probe wea deployed on
the annulus floor.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR
AREA ANCILLARY

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

ACCESS OPENI NG
(A OR 1) DATE

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-lo (A)

P-II (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

G (1)

H (1)

06130196

06/18/98

06130198

02126t98

02t26198

02J26198

051* 2198

05H 2196

05112198

05112198

05112198

05112196

05112198

05/12/96

05112198

05112198

05112198

08119198

051i 1198

H (1)

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

/ P98040S01-25

I 500

/ P98040401-25

/ P980271 :01

/ P960271:02

/ P980271:03

/ P980277:01

/ P980277:02

/

/

/

/

/

I

/

/

/

/

P98027Z03

P98027Z04

P96027’Z05

P98027Z06

P98027Z07

P98027Z08

P98027Z09

P98027Z1O

P98027Z11

518

518

518

REMARKS

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conducfMty probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank conditionwee normal.

Tank conditionwas normal. .

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion wee normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion wee normal.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Inspection was made to document
conditions in the tank. No unusual
condtion wee observed. The inspection
revealed no eaif accumulation on the
cooling coils or other sutiaces in the tank
except at the high level mark. The
sudace was mostly liquid with some salt
crystals formed on the eurface.

CCTV was used to document the position
of the HLLCP. The HUCP wee installed
approximately one inch above the waste.
No unusual comMion was observed.

CCTV wee used to document the position
of the HLLCP when it was in an alarm
mode. Inspection revealed the HLLCP
was not contacting the waste.
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Appendix B—Summary of 7998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

H 37

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

: P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

01124198

06129198

06118198

06129198

06118198

06/29196

06118198

02118196

02118198

02118t98

02116t98

02118/98

02118198

02{28198

02126198

02126198

02118196

02118/98

02118198

02118198

02118198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

DP

CCTV

w

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

/ 499

/ P98039301-25

/ 500

/ P96039401-25

/ 500

/ P98039501-25

/ 500

/ P960396:01-25

/ P980270:01

/ P980270:02

/ P98027003

/ P98027004

/ P980270:05

/ P980270:06

/ P98027007

/ P98027008

/ P98027009

/ P98027O1O

/ P98027011

/ P98027012

/ P98027013

/ P96027014

REMARKS

CCTV wee usad to examine the PVC liner
of the port where the reel tape entered
the tank. 1-2 inches of carbon steel pipe
was exposed to contact by the reel tape
because the liner does not extend
through the tank top. A vertical crack
was observed in the liner. The moisture
present on the liner provided a
conductive path through the crack
between the reel tape and carbon steel
pipe.

The conduotbhtyprobe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivii probe wee deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank mndtiion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.
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Appendix B—Sr,rmmary of 1998 inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS o ENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A ORPI) DATE

lNSPFC TiON METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

H 38 GDL 09111198

H

H

H

H

H

38

38

GDL

LDB-01

09115198

08118198

38

36

38

38

38

38

38

LDB-01

LDB-01

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

38

38

38

36

38

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

08129198

09/1 5198

05120198

08103198

05/20/98

06103198

05120198

06103198

07107198

02124t98

07/07198

HELIUM

DP

DP

CCTV

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

537

HE-98-01

533

533

533

/ P98030401-25

/ 500

/ P980327:OI-25

i 500

/ P98032801-25

/ 500

/ P98032901-25

/ P98040&Ol

/ P96027301

/ P980400:02

REMARKS

CCTV was used to document condition of
the GDL from the COP towards the tank
and evaporator. Approximately 31 feet
of the GDL towarde the evaporator wee
inspected. No solids or deposits were
obsewed. Approximately 25 feet of the
GDL towards the tank was inspected. No
solids or depoa”ti were observed.

Helium tracer testing vetiled the integrity
of the core pipe of the gravity drain line
from 242-16H Evaporator to Tank 38.

CCTV was used to document the location
of the conductivity probe. Inspection
revealed that the conductivity probe
etandpipe was plugged with mud and the
conductivity probe wee not deployed at
setpoint in the LOB.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the etandpipe after
flushing of the LDB. The probe was
deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV wee used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the standpipe. The
probe was deployed at the setpoint.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains end
marks observed on the secondary
vessel well were caused by water which
had leaked into the annulus.

The conductivity probe wee deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivii probe wee deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the secondary
vessel wafl were caused by water which
had leaked into the annulus where the
lines for steam and waste concentrate
penetrate the concrete vault below
grade.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition wee normal.

Tank condiiion wee normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

I

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

H

H

H

H

36

38

38

38

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

H 38

H 38 P-r24 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-o7 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

H (1)

H (1)

H (1)H

H 38 GDL COP 03

02124198

02124198

02124198

02124198

02124198

02124198

02124198

02124198

02124198

02/24198

02124198

03113198

03115t98

03122198

INSPECTION METfiOD
lDENTIFICATfON NUMBER

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

cm

CCTV

/

/

P98027302

P98027303

P980273:04

P930273:05

P930273:06

P980273:07

P980273:08

P98027309

P9802731 O

P98027311

P980273:I 2

508

506

508

01126198 ml 501

REMARKS

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the secondary
vessel wall end annulus floor were
caused by water which had leaked into
the annulus.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains
observed on the ventilation duct were
caused by water which had leaked into
the annulus.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condiion was normal.

Tank candtion was normal.

CCTV was used to perform leek check on
the transfer jet located in riser C-01.
Leakage was observed at both cam-lock
connections.

CCTV was used to perform leak check of
the transfer jet located in riser C-01 after
replacement of cam-lock gaskets. No
leakage was observed.

CCTV was used to view leak check of the
transfer jet and document condtiions in
the tank after transfer. No leakage from
the jet was observed. SMSIl area of liquid
was observed in the west southwest
portion of the tank. A small mound of
solids wee observed beneath riser C-03
and self accumulations were observed
on the tank wall and cooling coils.

CCTV was used to document condtion of
the GDL from the COP. Approximately
20 feet of line was inspected towards
Tank 38. Inspection revealed an
increase since inspected on 12105197.
Approximately 18 feet of line was
inspected towards the evaporator. An
increase of deposits was observed in the
pipe bottom and wall since inspected on
12105197.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

36 GDL

36 GDL

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

ACCESS OPFNING
(A OR 1) DATE

COP 03

COP 03

GDL

LDB-01

LDB-01

LDB-01

LDB-02

LDB-02

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

03/17198

06117198

09104/98

09106198

12/16/98

09104198

09108198

06103198

05120198

06103/98

05/20198

06103198

05}20196

07123/98

02/24198

02124198

02124198

02124198

INSPECTION ME THOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

HELIUM / HE-98-008

DP / P980330:01-25

DP / P980331:01-25

~ / 500

DP / P98033201-25

~lsoo

DP / P96040&01-25

WAP / P96027kOl

WAP / P98027402

WAP / P96027403

WAP / P96027404

REMARKS

Inspection revealed no increase of aolkfs
deposited in the GDL since last
inspected. Approximately 25 feet of the
GDL towards the evaporator and
approximately 18 feet towards the tank
were inspected.

Inspection indicated no increase of
solids deposited in the GDL since the
previous inspection. Approximately 30
feet of the GDL towards the evaporator
and tank were inspected.

Helium tracer testing located Ieaksftes in
the transfer line jacket from 242-18H to
Tank 39. The leakage was at LDB-02.

Inspection determined mud prevented
the conductivity probe from being
deployed at the proper setpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the standpipe.
probe was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the

The

conductifi probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

Inspection determined mud prevented
the conductivii probe from being
deployed at the proper setpoint.

CCTV was usad to positionthe
conductivity probe in the standpipe. The
probe was deployed at the setpoint.

Tank condition was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the secondary
vessel wall were caused by water which
had leaked into the annulus.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulue floor.

Tank conditionwas normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion wee normal.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

ACCESS OPENING ~~ PECT TH
(A ORI) .D~ .IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

VB

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-08 (A)

02124198

02124198

02/24198

02124198

02124198

02J24198

02/24198

05113198

11J23198

05/13/98

10118/98

01121/98

01120/98

08/27198

01120186

08127198

08127t98

11/05198

01121198

01120198

11105198

01120198

06127/98

01120198

01120198

01120198

08127198

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

cm

WAP

WAP

WA?

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

/ P98027405

/ P96027406

/ P96027407

/ P96027&08

/ P960274:09

/ P9602741O

/ P98027411

/ P96029501

/ P96046301

/ P98029&02

/ 547

/ P980253:OI

/ P98025001

/ 500

/ P98025002

/ 500

/ 500

/ P980467:02

/ P98025302

/ P98025003

/ P96046?04

/ P960250:04

/ P98040701-25

/ P96025005

/ P98025006

/ P96025007

/ P960408:01 -25

REMARKS

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition was normat.

Tank candtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was norn?sl.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

CCTV was used to leak check valve
WTS-V-ZL The vatve did not leak.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank cond~ion was normal.

The conduotMty probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tsnk condiiion was norrnat.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condiiion was nomral.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition was norrnat.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.
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TANK OR A
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

lNSPECTiO N METHOD
lDENTfFICATION NUMBER

WAP / P98025006

REMARKS

H 40 P-W (A) 01120198

11105198

Tank condtion was normat. Stains
observed on the annulus floor were
caused by water which had leaked past
the riser plug.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

The conducfivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank conditionwas normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the secondary
vessel wall were caused by water whiih
had leaked into the annulus where the
line designated SP penetrates the
concrete vault below grade.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank cond~ion was normal.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

Tank mnd~ion was normal.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank cond~ionwas normal.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

Tank condfiionwas normal.

Tank oondiiionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtiionwas normal.

40

40

40

40

40

41

41

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

WAP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

/ P98048T01

/ P98040901-25

I P96046703

/ P96025303

/ P98041OO1-25

/ P980431:OI-25

/500

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

A-01 (A)

A-o2 (A)

11/05/96

01121/98

08127196

10I21I98

08127198

10121198

08127198

10121198

08127198

10121198

11102198

1110.2196

11102198

1lt02f96

11102198

11IOZ98

1II02J98

11102198

11102198

11102198

11102198

H

H

41

41

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

/ P980432:01-25

/ 500

DP

H / P98043301-25A-03 (A) DP

H A-04 (A) CCTV / 500

H

H

H

H

H

H

i-l

H

H

H

H

H

41

41

41

41

41

41

41

41

41

41

41

41

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-1O (A)

P-1 1 (A)

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

/ P98043kOl -25

/ P98046%01

/ P96048%02

/ P98046503

/ P98046k04

/ P98046505

/ P98046506

/ PS6046507

/ P9604W08

/ P98046S09

/ P9804651O

/ P98048S11

WAP

WAP
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TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

H 41 P-12 (A)

H 41 P-13 (A)

H 41 P-14 (A)

H 42 A-01 (A)

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

A-o2 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-ol (A)

H 42 P-o2 (A)

H 42 P-03 (A)

H 42 P-o4 (A)

H 42 P-o5 (A)

H 42 P-o6 (A)

H 42 P-07 (A)

H 42 P-08 (A)

H 42 P-09 (A)

H 42 P-lo (A)

H 42 P-1 1 (A)

1~ P M D
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

11/02/98

11102198

11102/98

01J21198

01121198

08131198

08131198

09/1 0198

01121198

08/31198

01121198

01121198

0W31198

01121198

01121198

01121198

08131198

01121198

01121/98

01121198

09110198

WAP / P98048512

WAP / P96048S13

WAP / P98048514

WAP / P980252:01

WAP / P98025202

CCTV / 500

DP / P98042401-25

WAP / P96025203

CCTV / 500

WAP / P96025204

WAP / P96025205

DP / P96041 1:01-25

WAP / P980252:06

WAP / P98025207

WAP / P98025208

DP / P98041201-24

WAP / P980252:09

WAP / P9802521O

WAP / P980252:11

DP / P98042501-25

REMARKS

Tank condtiion wee normal.

Tank condfiionwas normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal. Water marks
and stains were observed on the
secondaty vessel wall and the ventilation
duct. The source of the water was
condensation of steam which entered the
annulus from a failed underground steam
line adjacent to Tank 42.

Tank condiin wae normal. Stains and
marks observed on the secondary
vessel wall were caused by water which
had leaked into the annulus.

The conductivity probe wea deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condfiion was normal.

Tank rendition was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal. Water marks
and steins were observed on the
secondary vessel wail end the ventilation
duct. The source of the water was
condensation of steam which entered the
annulus from a failed underground steam
line adjacent to Tank 42.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank concWon was normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal. Water marks
and stains Obsarved on the secondary
vessel wall have increaaed since
inspected on 10107197.

Tank rendition was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.
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TANK OR ACCESS OPENING INSP ECTION METHOD
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER4

H 42 P-12 (A) 01121198 WAP /

l-l 42 P-13 (A) 01121/98 WAP /

P-14 (A) 01121198 WAP /H 42

P98025212

P96025213

P98025214

H 42 B-02 (I) 02122198 - / 506

H

H

t-l

H

H

H

H

H

H

42

42

42

B-02 (1) 10f05t98 -/ 546

B-02 (1) 11/1 9198 -/ 551

B-03 (1) 07122198 ~/ 527

42

42

42

42

43

43

C-03 (1) 10106198 ~1~

C-03 (1) 11/19/96 ~i 551

E-02 (1) 04116198 -/ 513

E-02 (1) 04119198 ccl-v / 513

01121198 HELIUM /

06130198 HELIUM /

HE-98-002

HE-96-009

REMARKS

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank mndtin was norrnst. Water marks
and stains were observed on the
seoondary vessel wall and the ventilation
duct. l%e eource of the water was
condensation of steam whkh antered the
annulus from a failed underground steam
line adjacent to Tank 42.

Tank conditionwas norrnsf. Watermarks
and stains were observed on the
secondary vessel wall and the ventilation
duct. The eource of the water was
condensation of steam which enterad the
annulus from a failed underground steam
line adjacent to Tank 42.

CCTV was usad to monitor transfer jet
during transfer to Tank 43. Minimal
leakage from stuffing box was observed
during transfer.

CCTV was used to monitor and document
condtions during transfer to Tank 51.

CCTV was used to monitor and document
condtiions during transfer to Tank 51.

CC7V was used to obsetve waste
transfer rate at the downcomer to permit
adjustment to transfer pump operating
speed.

CCTV was used to monitor and dooument
conditions during transfer to Tank 51.

CCTV was used to monitorand dooument
conditions during transfer to Tank 51.

Inspection wee made to dooument
rendition of the conductivity probe
standpipe. Inspection revealed surface
corrosion on walls of standpipe and a pair
of abandonad conductivity probe wires.
No abandoned conduotiv-~ probe or
other obstruction was observed in the
standpipe.

Inspection was made to document
conditions of the standpipa after
cleaning. A pair of abandoned
conductivity probe wires were removed.

Helium tracer testing verified the integrity
of the overheads transfer line from the
242-16H evaporator to Tank 43. The test
revealed the line was acceptable for
service.

Hefium tracer testing vetiled the integrity
of the overheads transfer line from the
242-1 6H evaporator to Tank 43. The test
revealed the line was acceptable for
service.
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H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

H 43 LDB-01 08129/98

10121198

11/10/98

43

43

LDB-01

LDB-01

LDB-01 1Ill 2198

LDB-01

LDB-02

LDB-02

LDB-03

LDB-03

LDB-04

LDB-04

LDB-05

LDB-08

LDB-07

LDB4)7

11119198

08/1 8198

08/29198

08118198

08129198

08118198

08128198

09111198

09/1 1198

08/18/98

08[29/98

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

CC-N

Cclv

CCTV

CCN

CCTV

CCTV

CCTV

CCTV

CCTV

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

533

533

533

533

533

533

533

533

533

533

533

533

533

REMARKS

CCTV was used to position the
conductivity probe in the etandpipe. The
probe was deployed at the setpoint.

CCN was used to recheck the position
the conductivii probe in the standpipe.
The probe was deployed at the eetpoint.

Inspection was made in the LDB to
determine why the conductivity probe
was in the alarm mode. A small amount
of liquid was observed on the bottom of
the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was not at the desired
setpoint. The LDB contained mud and a
small quantity of water.

CCTV was used to reposition the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to document the location
of the conductivity probe. Inspection
revealed the probe was 4 inches off the
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV was used to position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to document the location
of the conductivity probe. The probe wee
not visibl~ indicating that it was greater
than one inch off the bottom of the LDB.

CCTV was used to position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to document the location
of the conductivity probe. The probe was
not visibl~ indicating that it was greater
than one inch off the bottom of the LDB.

CCTV was usad to position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV waeused to position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to position the
conduct”tity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to document the location
of the conductivity probe. The probe was
not visibl~ indicating that it was greater
than one inch off the bottom of the LDB.

CCTV wee used to position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployad at the setpoint.
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AREA
TANK OR

ANCILLARY
ACCESS OPENING

(A OR 1) DATE

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

LDB-07

LDB-07

LDB47

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-W (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-CM (A)

P-04 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-o7 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

09116198

09116198

12107198

06108198

05/20/98

06108198

06t08198

05120i98

06108198

03102196

03102198

03102198

03102198

04/1 5198

04116198

03102198

01113J98

01113198

03102198

01113198

03102J98

05113198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

HELIUM / HE-98-012

ml 533B

DP / P980333:01-20

~/5oo

DP / P98033401-21

CCTV / 500

DP / P98033501-20

~ / 500

DP / P98033601-25

WAP / P98027801

WAP / P96027802

WAP / P98027803

WAP j P96027Lk04

ml

WA? / P98027805

WAP / P980251:OI

WAP / P980251:02

WAP I P96027806

WAP / P980251:03

WAP I P980278:07

WAP / P96029601

REMARKS

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
wee deployed at the setpoint.

Helium tracer testing verified the integrity
of the overheads transfer line from the
242-1 6H evaporator to Tank 43.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annukrs floor.

Tank conditionwas normal.

The conductMty probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normaf.

The conductivityprobewas deployedon
the annulus floor.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition wee normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

CCTV was used to search for the source
of water leaking into the annulus. No
inleakege was observed.

CCTV revealed water leaking into the
annulus below grade where penetration
lines SP1, SP2, SP3, SP4, SP5, and SP6
enter the annulus. The source of the
water was a failed underground well wster
line near Tank 43.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was norrnsf.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.
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TANK OR
AREA ANCILLARY

ACCESS OPENING
[A OR 1} DATE

H

H

H

H

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

43

43

43

43

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

H (1)

LDB-01

LDB-03

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

05113/98

05/13/98

05/13198

02121198

11120198

11120198

05115198

05/1 5198

07120198

08/05198

05115198

07120198

08105198

05JI 5i98

07120198

08105198

06108198

0610W98

05115/98

05115198

05115198

051f 5198

05115198

06106198

INSPECTIO N METH OD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

WAP / P98029&02

WAP / P9802W.03

WAP / P960296:04

~ / 506

CC-W / 533

~/ 533

WAP / P96029ROI

WAP / P98029Z02

=fV/5oo

~lsoo

WAP / P96029703

~ls~

~f~

WAP / P960297:04

CC-I-V / 500

~/5oo

DP / P98033701-25

DP / P98033801 -25

WAP / P96029705

WAP / P98029706

WAP / P98029707

WAP / P960297:08

WAP / P98029709

DP / P98033901-25

REMARKS

Tank condtion was nonmal.

Tank mndtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

CCTV inspection verified waste was
being transferred from Tank 42 into Tank
43.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

Tank condfiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

The conduotiv”~ probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus flmr.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was depfoyed on
the annulus floor.

Tank rendition was normal.

Tank mndtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normet.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank mndnion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.
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AREA

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

TANK OR ~ PENI
ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

44

44

44

44

44

44

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

P-W (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

LDB-02

LDB-02

LDB-03

LDB-03

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

06108/98

05115198

05115198

05115f98

05115198

05115198

11120198

i2f22198

11120198

12122198

05115198

05115198

07120198

07/29198

05115198

07120198

08110196

05115198

07120198

06110198

06/09196

06109198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

DP / P98034001-25

WAP / P98029710

WAP / P960297d 1

WAP / P960297:12

WAP / P980297:13

WAP / P98029754

CCTV / 533

- / 533

WAP / P96029801

WAP / P98029R02

~/5oo

WAP / P98029803

~ / 500

WAP / P980296:04

CCTV / 500

DP / P980341:OI-25

DP / P98034201-25

REMARKS

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was norrnaf.

Tank Contiton was normal.

Tank condition wee normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivii probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed fhe
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned in the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealad the
conductivity probe wee deployed at the
setpoint.

Tank condiion was normal. .

Tank condtion was normal.

The conductivity probe was resting on
top of abandoned electrical cables.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was dsployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe wee deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe wee deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condhion was normat. Stains and
marks observed on the primary vessel
wall were caused by water that had
leaked into the annulus.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
marks observed on the primary vessel
watl were caused by water that had
leaked into the annulus.
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TANK OR
AREA ANCILLARY

ACCESS OPENING
(A OR 1) DATE

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-1O (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

LDB-01

LDB-01

LDB-02

LDB-02

LDB-03

LDB-04

LDB-04

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

05115198

05115/98

05/1 5198

05115198

05115/98

08109198

06109198

05115198

05115198

05115198

05!15198

05115198

05126198

11120198

12J03198

07130198

11118/98

11116198

11120198

12/03198

05115198

05115198

07116198

WAP / P960298:05

WAP / P980298:06

WAP / P98029807

WAP / P98029fk08

WAP / P98029809

DP / P980343:OI-25

DP / P980344:01-25

WAP /

WAP I

WAP I

WAP /

WAP /

HELIUM /

~f

~1

cm /

ml

ml

ml

CCTV /

WAP /

WAP /

CCTV /

P980290T0

P98029811

P98029652

P96029&13

P96029&14

HE-98-006

533B

533B

533B

533

533B

P98029901

P98029902

500

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normef.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condtion wee normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

A helium tracer test located a leak in the
FDB-04 to Tank 46 transfer line.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployad at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was on the bottom of
the LDB.

CCTV was used to document cmndtion of
the LDB. Rust and moist sediment was
obsewed in the bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection raveefad the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
aetpoint.

CCTV inspection revealad the
conductivity probe was on the bottom of
the LDB.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank oondtion was normal.

The conductivity probe was properly
positioned on the annulus floor.
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AREA

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

1=

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46 GDL

47

ACCESS OPENING
(A OR 1) DATE

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-O? (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-1O (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

C-03

LDB-01

O6I1OI98

05115198

07116198

O8I1OI98

05115198

07f 16198

09115198

08125198

06109/98

0511W98

05115198

05115198

05f 15198

05f 15198

06109/98

06109198

05115198

05J75198

05115198

05115198

05115198

03112J98

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

/ 500

WAP

CCTV

/ P96029903

/ 500

CCTV / 500

WAP

CCTV

/ P98029904

/ 500

/ 500

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

/ P98040601-25

/ P98034501-25

/ P98029905

/ P98029906

/ P98029907

/ P98029906

/ P98029909

/ P98034601-25

/ P98034201-25

/ P960288:1O

/ P9802M11

/ P960299:12

/ P96029913

/ P980299:14

/ 509

REMARKS

The conductivity probe was properly
positioned on the annuius floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was properfy
positioned on the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was properly
positioned on the annulus floor.

Tank conditionwas normal.

The conductivii probe was properly
positioned on the annukrs floor.

The mnductivity probe was properly
positioned on the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal. Stains and
marks observed on top of the ventilation
duct and annulus floor were caused by
water which had leaked into the annulus.

Tank candtion was normal.

Tank corrdtin was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank oonditionwas normal.

Tank sondfin was normal.

Tank condtin was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank oonditionwas normal.

Tank condition was normal.

CCTV was used to determine and
document the condition of the aravitv
drain line towards the evaporator from
the nozzle in riser C-03. Approximately
18 feet of the GDL were inspeoted. No
deposits or unusual renditions were
observed.

CCTV inspaotion revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned.
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TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

F 47 LDB-01 12/01/98

11120198

12101198

11118198

05/1 5/98

05f15198

07116198

0WII198

05115198

07116198

07129198

05115198

07116198

08111198

06/09198

06109198

0!5115198

05115198

05115198

05/1 5198

05JI 5198

06109198

06f09196

/ 5336 CCTV was used fo position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the SetPoint. Mud was
observed on the bottom of the box.

C(XV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned in the LDB.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductii probe in fhe LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

Tank condfion was normal.

Tank ccmdtion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conduotivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtion was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annuius floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was nonrnal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normat.

Tank conditionwas normal.

47 LDB-02

47 LDB-02

47 LDB-03

1 533

rxlv / 5336

CCTV / 5336

WAP

WAP

/ P980300:01

/ P98030002

/ 500

F

F

F

47

47

47

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

F 47 A-02 (A) / 500

F

F

47

47

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

WAP / P98030f103

/ 500

F 47 A-03 (A) cc-i-v / 500

F

F

47

47

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

WAP

CCTV

/ P980300:04

/ 500

F 47 A-(34 (A) cc-w i 500

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

47

47

47

47

47

47

47

47

47

P-W (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-09 (A)

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

/ P98034&01-25

/ P98034901-25

/ P960W.05

/ P~06

/ P98030007

/ P98030(X08

/ P98030r109

/ P980350:01-25

/ P960351:01-25
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AREA
TANK OR

ANCILLARY

F

F

F

F

F

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

47

47

47

47

47

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

ACCESS OPENING
(A OR 1) DATE

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-W (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

05115198

05115198

05/15198

05115198

05115198

+1104198

10123198

11104198

10J23198

11104198

10123/98

11104198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

10126198

1lt04198

WAP

WAP

10126f98

fO126198

10126198

+0126198

10130198

10/30198

DP / P980451:OI-25

DP / P98045201-25

DP / P98045301-25

DP / P96045401-25

WAP / P98047403

WAP / P98047404

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

CCTV

WAP

CCN

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

WAP

/ P9803OO1O

/ P98030ml

/ P98030012

/ P98030CY13

/ P98030CK14

/ P980475:01

/500

/ P980475:02

/500

/ P980475:03

/ 500

/ P980475:04

/ P98044901-25

/ P98045001-25

/ P98047&05

/ P98047401

/ P980474:02

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtin was normal.

Tank rendition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank rendition was normal.

Tank condition was normal. Stains and
marks on the secondary vessel wall were
caused by water which had leaked into
the annulus.

Tank condition was normal

Tank condition was normal. Stains,
marks, and deposits from chromated
water leaks had been washed off the
primary vessel wall by water that had
leaked into the annulus.

Tank condition was normal. Stains,
marks, and deposits from chromated
water leaks had been washed off the
primary vessel wall by water that had
leaked into the annulus.

Tank condition W= normal.

Tank condiiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.
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AREA

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

ACCESS OPENING
(A OR 1) DATE

48

48

48

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

B-02 (1)

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P-07 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-1 1 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

C-03 (1)

10130198

11104198

10/16/98

11104198

10123198

11104198

10123198

11104/98

10/23198

11104198

10126198

10126198

10130198

11104198

t 1104198

11104/98

f WW98

iOt26198

10126198

11104198

10130198

10130198

10130198

10130198

10116198

INSPECTION METHOQ
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

WAP / P98047405

WAP / P980475:06

WAP / P980477:01

~lsoo

WAP / P96047Z02

~isoo

WAP / P98047Z03

~ / 500

WAP

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

/ P980477X34

/ P98045501-25

/ P98045601-25

/ P980476:01

/ P98047705

~ P98047’Z06

/ P96047Z07

/ P96047Z06

/ P98045701-25

/ P960456:01-25

/ P98047R09

/ P98047&02

/ P96047&03

/ P98047&04

/ P980476:05

/ 301

REMARKS

Tank oonditionwas nonnaf.

Tank rendition was normal.

CCTV was used to document condition of
the nitrogen nozzle in risers 6-02 and
C-03. No degradation or change in
condition of the nozzles was obsewed.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condiiion was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condfion was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank conrJ~ionwas normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank cond~ion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank contiion was normal.

CCTV was used to document condtion of
the nitrogen nozzle. No degradation or
change in condtion of the nozzle was
obsewed.
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AREA
TANK OR ACCESS OPENINQ

ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE
INSP ECTION M ETHOD

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

49 G (1)

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

50 P-02 (A)

50 : P-03 (A)

50 P-04 (A)

50 P-05 (A)

50 P-06 (A)

50 P-07 (A)

50 P-08 (A)

50 P-09 (A)

50 P-10 (A)

50 P-1 1 (A)

50 P-12 (A)

10116198

11/04198

10I23I98

11104198

11104/98

10/23198

10130198

10126198

10126/98

11104198

i 1104198

10130198

10130198

10130198

10126f98

10128198

10130198

11104198

10130198

~/ 301

WAP / P96047901

cm / 500

WAP / P96047902

~/5oo

WAP / P98047903

~/ 500

WAP / P98047801

DP / P960459:01-25

~ / 4%

DP / P98046001-25

WAP / P96047904

WAP / P960479:05

WAP / P98047802

WAP / P980478:03

WAP / P960478:04

DP / P980461 :01-25

DP / P98046201-25

WAP / P98047805

WAP / P98047906

WAP / P980478:06

CCTV was used to document condition of
the nitrogen nozzle. No degradation or
change in corrdiion of the nozzle was
obsewed.

Tank condtiion was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condfiionwee normal.

CCTV was used to document the position
of the conductivity probe. The probe was
improperly positioned. It was suspended
approximately 22 feet above the annulus
floor.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivii probe was deployed on
‘the annulus floor.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiion wee normal.

CCTV was used to verify that cooling coil
23 had failed. Water was supplied tothe
cooling coil end leaked water was
obsewed cascading off the tank top
verif@rg the coil leaked.

Tank condtion wea normal.

Tank condition wee normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank cond~ion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition wee normal. Stains and
deposits on the primary vessel wall had
been changed by water which had leaked
into the annulus. Mild surface corrosion
on the annulus floor was also observed.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains and
deposits on the primary vessel well had
been changed by water which had leaked
into the annulua. Mii surface corrosion
on the annulus floor wee also observed.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condiion was normal.
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AREA

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

50

50

51

51

51

51

51,

51

51

51

51

51

51

5

5

51

51

51

51

51

51

51

51

51

ACCESS OPENINQ
(A OR 1) DATE

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

A-01 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-02 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-03 (A)

A-04 (A)

A-04 (A)

P-01 (A)

P-02 (A)

P-03 (A)

P-04 (A)

P-05 (A)

P-06 (A)

P+7 (A)

P-08 (A)

P-09 (A)

P-10 (A)

P-11 (A)

P-12 (A)

P-13 (A)

P-14 (A)

8-03 (1)

10/30198’

10130198

01122198

09116198

1l104t98

01122(98

09116198

09116198

11104{98

09115198

09115196

11/04/98

1lt04198

11104198

11104198

09115/98

09115198

01122198

11104198

11104198

11104198

01122198

03124198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

WAP

CCTV

cc-l-v

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

DP

DP

WAP

WAP

WAP

CcTv

/ P960478:07

I P98C147&08

/ P96025401

/ 500

/ P98048001

/ P98025402

I 500

/ 500

I P98046002

/ P98041901-25

/ P98042001-25

/ P98048003

/ P96048004

/ P98046005

/ P98046008

/ P98048Q07

/ P96041ZOI-25

/ P98041801-24

/ P9802=03

/ P98048008

/ P98048009

/ P98048O1O

/ P980254W

/ 510

REMARKS

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

The conductivity probe was deployed on
the annulus floor.

Tank condkion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was norms!.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condition was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal. Stains end
marks obeerved on the secondary
vessel wall were caused by water which
had leaked into the annulus.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank wndtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank condtiion was normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank conditionwas normal.

Tank condtion was normal.

Tank amcfiiion was normal.

As per PATH FORWARDH-PF-98-0011, a
video camera was installed in ricer B-03
to monitor tank interior during operation
of three slurry pumps. No abnormal
foaming was observed on the surface.
Only slight misting was observed in the
tank vapor space.
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TANK OR
AREA ANCILLARY

ACCESS OP ENING lN~ D
(A OR 1) DATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

H 51 B-03 (1) 06107198 ~f 529

ErF Concentrate
Tank-01

13’F Concentrate
Tank-02

H

H

CTS

CTs

H CTs

H CTs

H DB-01

F DB-02

F DB-02

F DB-02

(1) 03104198 CCTV / 491

(1) 03104198 ml 491

12122198 CC-I-V / 500A

12Y29198 WI 500A

LDB-04 09/04/98 ~i 533

LDB-06 09104/98 ml 533

SW 01112198 ml 498

02110198 Cclv I 503

051W98 ml 520

07102198 ml 520

REMARKS

CCTV was used to observe condtions in
the tank while increasing slurry pump
spaed from 1326 rpm to 2200 rpm. There
was no waste sprayed above the liquid
pool. No unusual or undesirable
condition was observed.

Inspection of the tank above the liquid
revealed some solids deposited on the
tank wall end baffles.

Inspection of the tank after hot water
flushing revealed that the soliis
obsenmd on 10/1 3197 had been removed
from all surfaces above the fiquid level.

CCTV was used to document condition
below the standpipe in the underliner
sump. Wire ties, some pieces of tape
and corrosion product particles were
observed beneath the conductivity probe
standpipe.

CCTV was used to document condnions
of the underkmersump after flushing.
Mud and debtis were observed beneath
the conductivity probe stsndpipe.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in fhe LDB. The probe
was deployad at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to locate and document
the position of the conductivity probe
over the sump. Inspection revealad
approximately 4 to 6 inches of liquid on
the diversion box floor with the
conductivity probe suspendad
approximetefy 1 to 2 inches above the
fiquid level. Numerous jumpers,
connector dummies, etc., were observed
on the flow. No condtion was obseNed
that suggested degradation of the walls
or covers.

CCTV was used to perform leak check on
jumper 27A,. record overall condiiion and
document equipment configuration.
Jumper 27A was leak free. inspection of
the call walls revealed distention of the
east wall finer near the southeast comer
of the cell.

CCTV was used to verify the po~ton of
valves WTS-V-89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95,
96,97,98,99,302,303, end 304. The
valves were in the closed position.

CCTV wee usad to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-69 and 302. The valves
were in the closed position.
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TANK Of? ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

F DB-02 07116198

F DB02

F DB-02

F DB-02

F DB-02 MLDB-01

F DB-02 MLDB-02

F DB-02 MLDB-03

F DB-02 MLDB-03

F DB-02 MLDB-04

F DB-02 MLDB-05

F DB-02 MLDB45

F DB-02 .MLDB-06

F DB-02 MLDB-07

H DB-02

07117198

11105/98

11105198

11130198

11130198

06102198

11130198

11121/96

11130198

12103198

11130198

12103196

06112/98

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

506

506

552

552

533B

533B

HE-98-007

533

533B

533B

533B

524

REMARKS

CCTV was usad to determine the position
of valve WTS-V-99. The pin on the
universal joint of the assemble was
sheared. The valve wee left in the closed
position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valve VVTS-V-99. The valve was in the
open position.

CCTV was usad to verity the positionof
valves WTS-V-69, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95,
86,97, 9B, 302,303, and 304. The
valves were in the closed position.

CCTV was used to verify the positionof
vatve WTS-V-99. The valve was in the
open position.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe wee deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection ravestad the
conductiv”~ probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

Helium tracer testing located a Iaaksite
at the MLDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the position of
the crmductivii probe could not be
determined because the MLDB contained
water.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the positionof
the conductivity probe could not be
determined because the MLDB contained
water.

CCTV inspection revealad the position of
the conductivity probe could not be
determined because the MLDB contained
water.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was resting on the
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV was used to detemrine if the smear
pipe for Tank 11 transfer line was
connected to the Tank 12 transfer line.
The smear pipe was only connected to
the Tank 11 transfer line. Approximately
24 inches of liquid was observed in the
pipe.
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Appendix 8-Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENIN~
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

H DB-02 06116198

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

DB-02 07117/98

0S432

DB-02

DB-02

DB-02

DB-02

DB-02

DB-02

DB-02

09117198

09120198

10112f98

10120198

10121198

10127198

11120198

H 08-02

H

H

H

DB-02

DB-02

DB-02

LOB-W

LDB-01

LDB-01

LDB-02

MLDB-04

08125f98

12106f98

12109198

10114J98

H 08-02 MLDB-04 10/1 9/98

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

CCTV

CCTV

Cc-rv

ccl-v

CcTv

ccl-v

CcTv

cm

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

i

/

/

/

/

511

506

506

506

506

550

533

533

538B

533

533

REMARKS

CCTV was used to determine positionof
valve WTS-V-135. The valve was
determined to be in the closed position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-128, 133, 136, 138, 140,
141, 142, 145, 146, and 147. The valves
were in the closed position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-129, 130, 131, 134, 137,
139, and 143. The vafves were in the
closed position.

CCTV was used to determine the position
ofvahreWTS-V-142. The valve was in
the open position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-I 42 and 147. The valves
were in the closed potilon.

CCTV was used to verify the positionof
vefve WTS-V-142. The valve was in the
closed position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valve WTS-V-1 37. The valve was in the
closed position.

CCTV was used to verify the positionof
valve WT6-V-1 42. The valve was in the
closed position.

CCTV was usad to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-128, 135, 136, 139, 140,
142, 143, and 146. The valves were in
the closed poeitiin.

CCTV was used to monitor flushing of the
LOB. Mud was flushed from below the
conductivity probe etandpipe to permit
conductivity probe installation.

CCTV was used to position the
conductivity probe in the etsndpipe. The
probe was deployed at the setpoint.
Pieces of broken conductivity probe
sheath were observed in the LOB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV was used to position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to determine the position
of the conductMty probe. The probe was
not obsewed. The probe was Weitioned
too hqh in the stand pipe. Mud and water
was obaewed on the MLDB floor.

The conductivii probe was not
obsewed. The probe was positioned too
high in the stand pipe.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

H DB-02 MLDB-04 11/22/98

12109198

10/1 5198

H DB-02 MLDB-04

H DB02 MLDB-05

H DB-02 MLDB-05

H DB-02 MLDB-05

H DB-02 MLDB-05

H DB-02 MLDB-05

H DB-02 MLDB-08

F DB-03

F DB-03

F DB-03 MLDB-01

F DB-03 MLDB-02

F DB-04 LDB-03

F DB-04 LDB43

F DB-04 LDB-04

10119198

11122198

12110198

12117198

10114198

06105198

06/08198

1ill 9198

11/1 9198

11II 9/98

11121198

17119198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

CC-IV

CCTV

CCTV

CcTv

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

1

/

REMARKS

533B

533

533B

533B

533

521

521

533

533

533B

533

533B

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductiv”~ probe was improperly
positioned in the MLDB.

CCTV was usad to positionthe
conductivity probe in the standpipe. The
probe was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to determine the position
of the conductivity probe. The probe was
positioned too high in the stand pipe.
Mud and water was observed on the
MLDB floor.

Inspection revealed the conductivity
probe was positioned too high in the
standpipe.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned in the MLDB.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the MLDB. The
probe was deployed at the setpoint. A
smell amount of water end mud was
observed in the bottom of the MLDB.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the atandpipe. The
probe was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to determine the position
of the conductivity probe. The probe was
positioned on the MLDB floor.

CCTV wea used to determine position of
the conductivii probe due to spurious
alarms. Probe was observed contacting
the sump floor instead of set at 1 to 2
inches above the floor.

CCTV was used to guide positioningof
the mnductivity probe. The probe was
sat at 1 3/4 inch above the floor.

CCT’V inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was not visible. Mud
and debris were observed in the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductilty probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING INSPECTION METHOD
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

F LDB45 11119/98 @TV/ 533

F DB-04

F DB-04

F DB-04

LDB-05

LDB-08

LDB-08

12J03198 CCTV I 533B

11/19/98 -/ 533

12/03/98 ml 533B

F DB-04

F DB-04

LDB-07

LDB-07

1Ill 9198 ml 533

12111198 cm / 533B

F DB-04

F DB-04

F DB-04

F DB-04

F DB-04

H DB-04

H DB-05

LDB48

LDB-08

LDB-09

LDB-09

LDB-11

11119198

12111198

11/1 9198

12103198

1Ill 9198

F DB-04 LDB-11 12/28/98

F DB-04 LDB-13 11II 9198

F DB-04 LDB-15 1Ill 9198

CCTV

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

1

533

533B

533

533B

533

533B

533

533

04116198 al 511

REMARKS

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivii probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was resting on fhe
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was resting on the
bottom of fhe LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe standpipe was parlial
plugged with rueVdebns and the probe
was not visible.

CCTV inspection revaafed the
conductivity probe was improperly
positioned.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivii probe was resting on the
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection reveafed the
conductivii probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was resting on the
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was resting on the
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed tha
conductivity probe wee deployed at the
setpoint.

CCTV inspection revealed fhe
conductivity probe was deployed at the
setpoint.

A video probe was depfoyed to determine
insertion depth for the conductivity probe
in the etendpipe to Tank 29 transfer line
jacket.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valve WTS-V-107. Inspection revealed
that valve was not operating properfy.
The pin on the valve aaaembfy was
sheared.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

INSPECTION MET HOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

H DB-05

H DB-05

H DB-w

H DB-06

H DB-06

H DB-06

H DB-06

H DB-06

H DB-06

H DB-06

H DB-06

H DB-06 LDB-01

H DB-05 04125198 ‘

05129198

1l120i98

02126198 cm

/

/

/

/

04106198

05101198

05/09198

05118198

06113198

08117/98

10125198

12107198

09115198

CCTV

ccl-v

511

511

550

506

506

515

526

526

506

506

506

550

533
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REMARKS

CCTV was used to perform leak check of
Jumper 1,2,3, (HDB-05)1 1A, end valve
WTS-V-107. The jumper and valve were
leak free.

CCTV was used to determine the position
of valves WTS-V-105, 106, 107, 106, and
109. The valves were in the closed
position.

CCTV was used to verify the positionof
vsfves WTS-V-105, 106, 107, 106, and
109. The vslves were in the dosad
position.

CCTV was used to check valve
operation. Valve WTS-V-62 was
inoperable due to a shearad pin in the
universal joint. Valve WTS-V-59 end 61
were operating properfy.

CCTV was usad to assist with removal of
the stem extension for valve WTS-V-62
and verify the position of valve
WTS-V-59 and 62.

CCTV observation verified valves
WTS-V-52, 53,54,55,56,57,56,59, 61,
and 62 were operable and documented
the vatve positions. The pin of the valve
assemblies of valves 52,54, and 59 were
sheared.

CCTV wasused to view functional test
and check valve VVTS-V-61. The valve
could not be manipulated. The position
of the valve was not determined.

CCTV was usad to assist with remote
operations in replacing jumper 5,6,7,
(HDB-06)1, 13,14, 9A. The jumper wee
successfully replaced and tested leak
free.

CCTV was used to document and verify
the position of valves WTS-V-52, 57,59,
60,61, and 62. The valves were in the
closed position.

CCTV wasusedto document and verify
the positiin of valvea WTS-V-56 and 57.
The valves were in the closed position.

CCTV was usad to verify the positionof
valves WTS-V-56, 57, and 56. The
valves were in the closed position.

CCTV was usad to verify the positionof
vatve WTS-V-56. The valve was in the
open position.

CCTV was used to position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployad at the setpoirrt.



Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

0S-06

0S-06

0S-06

DB-06

0S-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

0S-07

0S-07

0S-07

DB-07

0S-07

DB-07

ACCESS OPENING
(A OR 1) DATE

LDB-02 09/15/98

LDB-03 09115198

LDB-04 08122J98

LDB-05 08128198

05/13198

06109198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

-/=3

06118/98 WI 525

06125198 ~/506

07t15198 ~ls~

07127f98 ~/506

09120198 ~/*

REMARKS

CCTV was used to position the
conductivityprobe in the LOB. The probe
was deployedat the aetpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in fhe LOB. The probe
was deployed at the aetpoint.

CCTV was used to position the
conducfivky probe in the LOB. The probe
wee deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivii probe in fhe LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-53, 54, 56,56,59, 60, 61,
62,157,158, 160, 161, 163,164, and
165. The valves were in the closed
position.

CCTV was used to verify that valves
WTS-V-57, 59,60,63,157, and f62
operated properly after new valve handle
end extension was installed.

CCTV was used to verifythe positionof
valves WTS-V-1 57, 158, 159, and 60.
The valves were left in the closed
position.

Inspection revealed the underliner sump
probe waa alarming because of the
presence of liquid. An abandoned
conductivity probe and re-bar were also
observed in the sump.

CCTV was used to check the P@tion of
valves WTS-V-57 and 59. Both valves
had failed shear pins.

CCTV was used to verffy the position of
valves WTS-V-62 and 164. Both valves
were manipulated and Ieff in the closed
position.

CCTV was usad to determine the position
of valve WTS-V-62 and 164. The valves
were in the open position.

-—

CCTV was used to determine the position
of valve WTS-V-62 and 164. The valves
were in the open position.

CCTV was used to determine the position
of valve WTS-V-62 and 164. The valves
were in the open position.

A video probe wee used to determine the
insertion depth of the conductivity probe
in the underliner sump. Water was
pumped out of the underliner sump and
the conductivity probe was inserted
22’9”.
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Appendix B--Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA
TANK OR

ANCILLARY

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

ACCESS OPE NING
(A OR 1) DATE

09123198

10104198

10108198

10112i98

10118198

10120198

10/25/98

11I1OI98

11112/98

11120/98

11129198

LDB4M 08118t98

. LDB-01 . 08122198

LDB-01 11/23198

LDB-02 O9I1OI98

LDB-03 09101198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

506

506

506

506

506

550

543

550

543

533

533

533B

533

533

REMARKS

CCTV was used to determine the position
of valve VVTS-V-62 and 184. The valves
were in the open position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
vafves WTS-V-62 end 164. The valves
were in the open position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-62 anti 164. The valves
were in the open position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-56, 61,62, 161, 163, 164,
and 165. The valves were in the closed
position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valve WTS-V-1 63. The valve was in the
closed position.

CCTV was usad to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-52 and 53. The valves
were in the closed position.

CCTV was usad to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-56, 58, 157, 156, and 163.
The valves were in the closed position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-62 and 164, The vafvas
were in the open position.

CCTV was usad to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-62 and 164. The valves
were in the closed position.

CCTV was usad to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-62 and 164. The valves
were in the closed position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valves WTS-V-56, 58, 157, 158, and 163.
The valves were in the closed position.

CCTV was used to position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the satpoint.

CCTV was used to position the
conductii probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployad at the satpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to position the
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCN was usad to position the
conductivii probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployad at the setpoint.
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Appendix 8-Summary of 1998 inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA
TANK OR

ANCILLARY
ACCESS OPENING

(A OR 1) DATE
INSPECTION METHOD

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-07

DB-06

DB-OB

DB-06

DB-06

LDB-03 11110198

LDB-04 09101/98

LDB-05 08118198

LDB-05 08121198

LDB-05 11I1OI98

LDB-06 09/01198

LDB-07 091iO198

LDB-07 11122198

LDB-08 09110t98

North 09124198

05/06/98

05/07/98

09129198

09129198

/

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

533B

533

533

533

533B

533

533

533

533

544

516

516

540

540

REMARKS

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the sefpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was usad to document the location
of the conduofivifyprobe. The probe was
not visibte, indioafing that it is greater
than one inch off the bottom of the LDB.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
mnducfivify probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to position the
condutity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV wee used to positionthe
conducfii probe in the LOB. The probe
was deployad at the sefpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the se@inf.

CCTV was used to document condtins
of vault walls and detect any evidence of
settling. Inspection showed no evidence
of settting or any structural change.
Water was obsenred on the floor
approximately 4 to 6 inches deep.

CCTV observed and dooumentad that
valves 275, 266, 267, 268, and 269
operated properly, that a leak check of
jumper 15-17-20(HDB@-9-9H revealed
leakage at nozzle 20, and that dummy
connectors were installed on nozzles 16
and 7.

CCTV was used to allow remote in
tightening of jumper
15-17-20(HDB-6)-9-9H. After being
tightened, the jumper teated leak free.

CCTV was used to leak check jumper
8(HDB6)6,8. The jumper was leak free.

CCTV was used to document internal
conditionof jumper 8(HDB6)6,6 and
valves 268 and 269. Inspscfion of
jumper and valves revealed no deposits
on the interior walls of the jumper and the
valves operated property.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

F EVAP-01 Nw 01/07198

F EVAP-16

H EVAP-16

H EVAP-16

H EVAP-16

H EVAP-16

H EVAP-16 Lift Jumper

H EVAP-I 6 Lift Jumper

H EVAP-16 Lift Jumper

H EVAP-I 6 Lift Jumper

H EVAP-16 Lift Jumper

02H8t98

09/10/96

09116/98

12107/98

01/28/98

03/1 9/98

06/1 7198

06118198

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

CCN

Cclv

HELIUM

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

497

505

537

CCTV was used to approximate the depth
of rainwater in the 1F evaporator cell.
Water obsewed in the cell was
approximately 3 feet deep.

CCTV was used to document condtion of
the evaporator call, pot, and associated
piping. No unusual condtin was
obsewed.

CCTV was deployed to observe remote
sampling in the evaporator vessel. A
sample was not obtained due to the lack
of solids. The vessel interior surface and
components showed no degradation or
excessive deposits.

537

HE-98414

501

501

501

50”

CCTV was used to document the
condtiion of tha evaporator lift line and
GDL. Approximately 34 feet of the outlet
line wee inspected. The line showed no
increase in solids on the pipe walls,
separator pot, or the vertical section of
the GDL. Approximatefy 11 feet of the
inlet was inspected. No increase WS
observed in fhe safida deposited in the
fine. No solids were obaetved in the top
of the Iii line.

CCTV was used to determine the position
of valve 236. The valve was in the
closed position.

Helium tracer testing verified the integrity
of the overheads transfer line from the
242-16H evaporator to Tank 43.

CCTVwas used to determine and
document condition of the 242-16H
separator pot inlet and outlet piping.
Approximately 1-2 feet of the inlet line
was inspected. There wee a slight
increase in deposits in the inlet since
inspected on 12/06197. The outlet piping
was inspected to the connector head.
There was a slight increase in deposits in
the outlet since inspected on 12/06197.

Inspection revealed no increase in
deposits in the Iii jumper inlet or outlet
line since inspected on 01126/98.

CCTV was used to document the
condition of the inlet and outlet of the Iii
jumper prior to cleaning.

CCTV was used to document condtion of
the Ii jumper inlet after cleaning.
Approximately 17 feet of the line was
inspected. No aignificsrrt deposits were
observed.

501 CCTV was used to view below the liquidin
the evaporator pot. Some solids were
observed at the bottom of the evaporator
pot. Lii fine at bottom of cone was not
visible due to the turbid liquid.
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Appendix B—Summary of 7998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

H EVAP-16 MLDB-06 11103198

H EVAP-16 Nozzle E

H EVAP-16 Nozzle E

H EVAP-16 Nozzle E

H EVAP-16

IAL

w

IAL

IAL

IAL

IAL

HighPoint
Flush Pit

High Point
Flush Pd

F

IAL

PP-01

H@ Point
Flush Pit

M P=TIOs N METHOQ
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

/

06118198 ~1 501

06126198 al 501

06/29/98 ccl-v / 501

01124/98 /

05109/98

05114198

05121198

CCTV

Cclv

I

/

502

517

517

520

11105196

11105198

0211IJ98

/

I

/

/

552

552

503

REMARKS

CCTV wee used to positionthe
conduct”wityprobe in the LDB The probe
was deployed at the eetpoint.

CCTV was used to document the
condtion of the evaporator pot intenor.
Mtnor deposits of salt crystats were
observed on the wall of the pot.

CCTV wee used to document condtin of
the evaporator pot. Inspection revealed
deposita on the warming coils and vessel
wails. Approximately 10 to 12 inches of
liquid was obserwed in the evaporator
pot.

CCTV was used to document condition of
the evaporator pot. There appeared to
be approximately 24 inches of liquid in
the bottom of the cone with the lower 6 to
8 inches of that being solids.

CCTV was used to inspect and document
condtiions in the evaporator cell.
Inspection revealed a trace of white
substance at the feed-jumper nozzle that
appearad to be waste which had seeped
from the geeketed connection. Artifacts
indicate rainwater had leaked past the
cell covers. No evidence of stmctural
degradation was observed.

CCTV was used to investigate leakage in
the High Point Box. Deposits of dry
leaked waste were observed around floor
nozzle 02 and in the sump. No other
unusual condition or evidence of
structural degradation was obsemd.

Inspection revealed both conductivity
probes were properly positioned.

CCTV obsewations verified valves
IT-V40, 41,43,45, and 46 were operable
and were in the closed position. Valves
IT-V42, 44, and 47 were verified closed.

CCTV was used to verify the positionof
valves IT-V40, 41,42, 43,44,45, 46,
and 47. The valves were in the closed
position.

CCTV was used to verify the positionof
valves IT-V40, 41, 42, 44,45,46, and
47. The vsfves were in the closed
position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valve IT-V43. The valve wee in the open
position.

CCTV was used to verify the positionof
valve 6674. The valve was closed.
Large area of corroded surface was
observed on the diaphragm cover.
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ACCESS OPE NINQ
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE

F PP-01 05122198

INSPECTION METHOD
iDENTtFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

520 CCTV observation verified valves
IW-V-317, WTS-V-1OO, 101, 102, and
266 operated properfy. The valves were
placed in the closed position. Valves
IT-V-1 and 2 did not completely close
when the valve stems were turned.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valves IT-V-W and 02. The valves were
left in the closed position.

CCTV was used to verify the position of
valve IT-V-43. The valve was verified in
the opened position.

CCTV was used to verify the positionof
valves IT-V-01 and 02, WTS-V-1 00, 101,
102,226, and IW-V-317. The valves
were in the closed position.

Inspection revealed pluggage at the
bottom of the conductivity probe
atandpipe.

CCTV inspection revealed rust in the
bottom of the LDB.

CCTV was used to obsewe flushing of
the LDB. The drain appeared to be
draining propetty during flushing.

CCTVinspection rwealed the
conductivity probe was resting on the
bottom of the LDB. Mud end debris were
obsewed on the bottom of the LDB.

CCTV inspection revealed the
conductivity probe was resting on the
bottom of the LDB. Mud and debris were
obsewed on the bottom of the LDB.

CCTV was used to search for an access
porl for installation of a hydrogen vent for
the pump tank. inspection revealed port
4 was open and free of obstructions.

CCTV was used to saaroh for an
acceptable access port for installation of
a hydrogen vent for the pump tank. No
access port was identified.

CCTV was usad to make a videotape
documentation of the instetlation of a
passive vent in the pump tank.

CCTV was used to make a videotape
documentation of the installation of a
passive vent in the pump tank.

CCTV was used to determine if the floor
drain in the PP-5&6 gang valve house
was plugged. A sofid plug in the floor
drain line, approximately 24” below
grade, was obeewed that appears to be
concrete.

F PP-01 07102196 cm

cm

520

F

H

PP-0” 11106198 552

PP-01 11105198 552

F PP-02 LDB-02 04128196 506

506F

F

F

PP-02 LDB-02 04129198

PP-02 LDB-02 06117198 506

PP-03 LDB-01 11/1 9/98

F PP-03 LDB-14 11II 9198 533B

H PP-04 SE 462

H PP-04 SW 02124198 462

H

H

PP-05

PP-06

02/1 3198

02113198

06112198

504

504

524H PP-5&6
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Appendix B—Summary of 1998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

AREA

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

F

H

H

H

H

TANK OR
ANCILLARY

PP-5&6

PP-5&6

PP-5&6

PP-5&6

PP-5&6

PP-5&6

PP-5&6

PP-5&6

PP-5&6

PP-5&6

PT-01

RHLWE

RHLWE

RHLWE

RHLWE

ACCESS OPENING
(A OR 1) DATE

LDB-01 08119/98

LDB-01 06121198

LDB-02 08119198

LDB-02 09104/98

LDB-04 09104198

LDB-05 08118198

LDB-05

LDB-05

LDB-07

LDB-07

INSPECTION METHOD
IDENTtFICATION NUMBER

533

533

533

533

533

533

081W98 ~ / 533

0910W98 ‘=-VI 533

09102198 ~1=

11129198 ~ I 5=

01120198 ~/503

01129/98 CCTV /

03125198 ml

04122198 ml 514

04130198 cm i 514

REMARKS

CCTV inspection revealed an abandonad
probe, mud, and water in the LDB.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conduct’hfityprobe in the LDB. The probe
was deployad at the sefpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was usad to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployad at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to determine the location
of the conductivity probe. The probe was
not visibla indicating that it was greater
than one inch off the bottom of the LDB.

CCn was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployed at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe’in the LDB. The probe
was deployad at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployad at the setpoint.

CCN was used to positionthe
conductivity probe in the LDB. The probe
was deployad at the setpoint.

CCTV was used to make a videotape
documentation of the installation of a
passive vent in the pump tank.

CCTV was used to document the
condition of the steam gang valve. The
steam gang valve contained no debris
except a trace of rust and metal
particles.

CCTV was used to document the overall
condtiion in the evapomtor pot and to aid
m calffration during liquid acfdfion.

inspection was made to document
condnions of the spare GDL and spare
feed Iirreavia nozzles P3, P7, P16, P17,
and P19. Liquids and solids were
observed in all the lines.

Inspection was made to document
condtiions of the spare GDL and spara
feed lines via nozzles P3, P7, P16, P17,
and P19 after ctaaning. No liquids or
solids were observed in any of the lines.
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Appendix B—Summary of 7998 Inspections WSRC-TR-99-OO069

TANK OR ~ PENI INSPECTION METHOD
AREA ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REMARKS

H RHLWE 05/27/98 ~/506 CCTV inspection verified the correct oil
slinger was attached to flush water pump
2.

H RHLWE 06115/98 CCTV / CCTV inspection determined that the
evaporator cell was accessible for
remote inspections and all jumpers could
be viewed.

H RHLWE 08113198 ~1 531 CCTV was used to perform baseline
inspection in the RHLWE Lift
jumper/separator pot. Approximately 8
feet of the inlet, 3 feet of the outlet, and
38 inches of jumper 124-3 were
inspected. No unusual condiiion was
observed,

H RHLWE COP 101 07120198 ml 514

H RHLWE COP 102 05/13198 ml 514

H RHLWE COP 102 05114198 ml 514

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

F

F

RHLWE

RHLWE

RHLWE

RHLWE

RHLWE

RHLWE

RHLWE

RHLWE

RHLWE

Sws

Sws

COP 104 05113/98

COP1O4 07120198

COP 104 07120198

COP 105 05/13/98

COP 105 07120198

COP 105 07120198

COP 106 07120198

COP 107 07120198

COP 106 07120/98

4F-12 08105198

CCTV

ccl-v

CCTV

/ 514

/ 514

/ 514

/ 514

/ 514

/ 514

/ 514

/ 514

/ 514

/ 534

4F-13 06/05198 CCTV / 534

CCTV inspection verified that the Tank
29 GDL was free of obstmctions,

CCTV inspection verified the Tank 31
GDL was free of obstructions except for
a small plastic cap.

CCTV was used to document ocrnditionof
the Tank 31 GDL after obstruction was
removed. The GDL was free of
obstructions.

CCTV inspection verified that the Tank
30 GDL was free of obstructions.

CCTV inspection verified that the Tank
29 GDL was free of obstructions.

CCTV inspection verified that the Tank
30 GDL was free of obstructions.

CCTV inspection verified that the Tank
29 GDL was free of obstructions.

CCTV inspection verified that the Tank
29 GDL was free of obatmctions.

CCTV inspection verified that the Tank
30 GDL was free of obstructions.

CCTV inspection verified that the Tank
37 GDL was free of obstructions.

CCTV inspection verified that the Tank
37 GDL was free of obstructions.

CCTV inspection verified that the Tank
37 GDL was free of obstructions.

No evidence of structural failure or
significant infiltration through the drain
liner was observed. However, the finer
beneath the steam condensate drain had
experienced additional erosion since
inspected on W24197.

Conditionsofthe drainhad notchanged
since inspection on 5/24/97.
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AREA

H

TANK OR ACCESS OPENING INSPECTIO N METHOD
ANCILLARY (A OR 1) DATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

Sws 2H 08126/98

REMARKS

CCTV wea used to inspect the 2H storm
water drain after cfeaning. Inspection
revealed approximately 1 to 3 inches of
sandhilt on the North side of the drain.
The inlet RCP has approximately 4 to 6
inches of sandksift. The outlet RCP
below the weir was dean.
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